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ABSTRACT

The current method of storrnwater management in the City of

Winnipeg is the use of on-site retention lakes. These man-made lakes have

been used in the development of subdivisions in the city since 1965. Such

impoundments have been found to provide benefîts to developers, the City,

and to residents living both on and nearby the retention lakes. The

benefits to the City and developers include reduced capital costs, higher

property values, and greater marketability, while residents enjoy spacious

country-like surroundings, quiet, privacy, scenery including wildlife, and

recreation. Retention l¿kes also have tremendous potential for providing

habitat for many natural species of plants and for attracting a variety of

wildlife, particularly waterfowl. In addition to the advantages associated

with impoundments there also exist some disadvantages. These include poor

water quality, safety, and insufficient maintenance and landscaping. It is

evident, however, that the benefits far outweigh the disadvantages

according to all the pafiies concerned.

This report examined the use and operation of retention lakes as

well as the policies and guidelines that have been established for their

design and operation. The benefits and disadvantages, as found in the

literature and from interviews and a questionnaire, were examined. The

potential of impoundments for bringing nature into the city environment

was considered. The ecological importance of retention lakes as natural

a.reas is immense, but this can only be attained through changes in current

planning and management practises and through the education and

involvement of the public.
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STORMWATER RETENTION LAKES IN WINNIPEG: AN ASSESSMENT

T-.0 INTRODUCTION

One of the principle components in the management of storrnwater in

Winnipeg, since 1965, is the use of on-site storrnwater rotention ponds.

These man-made lakes have been used in the deveiopment of subdivisions in

many cities since the turn of the centuy. Originally, retention ponds were

conceived solely for storage of storrnwater runoff, however, more recently

the potential for other uses has been recognized and impoundments have

evolved. In addition to their role in storing runoff, retention lakes provide

sites for recreation and in.r"ur" th" aesthetic value and appeal of the area.

This aesthetic value is closely linked to the more 'natural' setting created

by the water environment which can increase the diversity of both plants

and animals.

The enhanced residential environment has a high level of satisfaction

among residents. However, the potential to geatly enhance or create a

naturalized urban environment remains largely under-utilized due to the

suppression of diversity by cuÌrent management practices. In addition, the

ever increasing numbers of retention lakes is putting a burden on the

maintenance budget of the City and maintenance is often lacking. There is

the potential to reduce long tenn maintenance costs by lowering the energy

input required. This could be achieved by allowing for more narive

vegetation to become established and by reducing the amount of grass

cutting required. Such changes in the current design and management of



these retention lakes and their surrounding open space would enhance the

naturalized envi¡onment and, at the same time, reduce maintenance costs.

The retention method of storrnwater management has several advantages.

One benefit is the substantially reduced capital cost of the development

compared to raditional closed conduit systems, depending on the distance

to the receiving stream or trunk system. Of great importance in recent

times, are the benefits that lie in the recreational and aesthetic values of

these artificial lakes which are desireable to residents and potential

residents. An additional advantage, not originally appreciated by most

storrnwater managers, is that the impoundments have been found to remove

a relatively high percentage of pollution loading from urban runoff

(CMHC,1980) reducing pollution at the outflows. Along with these apparenr

advantages there also exists real and perceived problems regarding

maintenance, \¡/ater quality, sediment and ffash accumulation, and safety

enforcement. Residents, on the whole, are satisfied with the residential

environment created using the lakes and feel that the advantages outweigh

any disadvantages that are encountered.

The advantages associated with retention ponds outweigh the

disadvantages and undesi¡able conditions as evidenced by the increased use

of these impoundments since 1965. However, the significance of the

advantages and disadvantages depend upon the perceptions of the various

interest groups. The four major interest groups being; the city of

Winnipeg, developers, lakeside residents, and non-lakeside residents. The

perceptions of these goups are examined and presented in later sections.



1.1 Problem Statement

Retention lakes offer many benefits to those residents that live on or

nearby these man-made features. Residents living on or near retention

lakes also feel that there are many problems that if corrected would

geatly enhance the existing benefits. To remedy such problems however,

requires a greater understanding by residents as to their causes, as well as

a change by the City in their design and maintenance requirements. The

City believes that the retention lake system works well, and it does. They

are therefore reluctant to change the established system because it is

adequate. Any alterations in the existing lakes could result in a flood of

phone calls by residents wondering what's going on. It is easier to maintain

the status quo.

Most developmental and operational problems are based on the

constraints imposed on the recreational and aesthetic values due to the

function of the lakes as storrnwater retention impoundments. The greatest

problems are associated with water quality and safety. The iakes are nor

swimming pools where the water is continuously filtered, where lifeguards

watch over users, where water levels are constant, or where the facilities

are maintained on a daily basis.

The under-utilized potential of the lakes, their shoreline, and the

adjacent open space is a result of current management practices which by

and large are dictated by the public's desires. While the rerention lakes do

create some diversity through the provision of a body of water within the



urban environment, their ability to be a natural area with a tremendous

diversity of both plants and wildlife may not be possible to exploit.

Conflicts result from the differing opinions of individuals, or groups of

individuals, and the way they think the lakes should be designed, used, and

maintained. Each of the four interest groups has its own opinions and

biases. The concerns of the interest $oups are outlined below.

City of V/innipeg:

- stoûnwater management

- safety

- maintenance costs

- plant growth (restricting flow)

- access to privately owned shoreline for maint. etc.

- acceptance of subdivision from developer

- complaints from residents

- resident manipulation of shoreline

Developers:

- changing market conditions

- changing City guidelines

- City requirements which detract from

aesthetics

- City regulations too rigid

- Iack of systematic treatment due to

differences between districts

4



Lakeside Residents:

- water quality (odour, insects, recreational use)

- plant gowth (algae blooms, bulrushes/cattails)

- maintenance of lake and public area

- safety

- trespass and vandalism

- property line (high warer line or normal w.1.)

- no construction of structtlIes within 60 ft.

of normal water line

Non-lakeside Residenrs :

- safety

- access to lakes and shoreline

- maintenance of lakes and park areas

- rvater quality (recreational use)

- dog excrement in impoundment areas

In this study the advantages and disadvantages have been examined in

consultation with the various interest groups. In addition, current

literature on rotention lakes was reviewed in order to provide background

and allow for comparisons of the advantages and disadvantages, and to

investigate solutions to associated problems.



1.2 Objectives

The purpose of this study was to examine the various perspectives of

the City, the developers, lakeside residents, and non-lakeside residents

with regard to stormwater lakes, and in particular, their aesthetic appeal.

The advantages and disadvantages of storrnwater retention were analyzed,

and perceived and real problems and their solutions were identified.

Recommendations were then formulated in order to minimize the

disadvantages and enhance the advantages.

1.21 Research Process

Steps in the research process included:

1. Examine existing system policies and design guidelines

2. Examine advantages/dis advantages of storïnwater retention

3. Determine interest group perceptions of

advantages/dis advantages

Compare, assess and integrate results of (2) and (3)

Establish recommendarions based on (4)

Research included: an investigation of existing literature, informal

interviews with City personnel and Developers, ând a questionnaire of
residents living on and nearby retention lakes.

4.

5.

6



1.3 DefÏnition of Terms

There are differing definitions for lakes and ponds depending on the

author of the text or article studied. Distinctions may be made depending

on whether the water body stratifies or not. But, this is a poor definition

since small relatively deep water bodies can stratify and large shallow water

bodies may never stratify. Another distinction is based on ¿ì.rea, but there

seems to be no agreement on the size of a¡ea to use as the deciding factor.

The terms stormwater lake, stormwater retention pond, stonnwater pond,

retention pond, detention pond, retention lake, and impoundment can be

used interchangeably, and may refer to either of two types of

impoundments, permanent wet bottom or temporary dry bottom. In this

study the terrns retention lake and impoundment are used and apply to

pefinanent wet bottom impoundments. Any reference to temporary dry

bottom impoundments or natural lakes will be made as such. The term

storrnwater refers to runoff water following a rainfall or snowmelt event.

The use of the word 'natural' must be examined since it is subjective and

rather unscientific. To a purist no area in an urban environment can be

natural. An urban natural area is one in which vegetation of all kinds has

been allowed to grow in its natural state without human management, where

wildlife is able to exist independent of human assistance, and where human

impact is at a minimum. In a more general sense, a natural system or

naturalized envi¡onment is an ecosystem that has not been manipulated to

any great extent by humans, or has recovered from earlier manipulation.

This latter point is very important in the urba¡ environment since most of



the land area has been manipulated at one time. Recovery from earlier

manipulation may occur without any further interference, but recovery may

also involve human effort to help speed the process or even to enhance the

environment beyond what would have occurred 'naturally'. Thus, while some

recovery will occur without human interference, other 'natural' areas may

be created and shaped by horticultural processes and ffe, therefore, not

truly natural. In this paper the tefins natural or naturalized are used to
describe both such processes.

In recent years, the tenn 'open space' has often been used in a broad

sense instead of park to include all urban land and water, both pubticly and.

privately owned, that is open to the sky and reasonably accessible for

freely chosen activity or visual exploration, and that serves people and

nature in an educational, aesthetic, productive, protective or recreational

way (Wright et a1., 1976). In this report the teÍn open space is somewhat

narrower and refers to the water and land that is managed by the City for

the public. Another term synonymous with open space, but having a more

'natural' connotation, is greenspace. Greenspace refers to any area in an

urban setting which contains a sufficient d.iversity of plant life, including

trees, shrubs and herbs, to afford a clear contrast to the built environment

in the city (Andrews and Cranmer-Byng, 1981). Greenspace ¡efers essentially

to the terrestrial portion of any open space.



2.0 BACKGROUND

Impoundments are used in many u.S. cities (Debo, 1977: Celauro and

Haque, 1981) and in Canadian cities such as Halifax-Dartmourh, Edmonton,

calgary, Surrey, Regina, Markham, scarborough and Mississauga. surrey has

over 100 retention ponds, but they are all dry bottom ponds, except one

(Micheals et a1.,i985). Winnipeg has the greatest number of wet bottom

impoundments, the most recent figure being 60, with more under

construction.

Most of Winnipeg's impoundments are of the peñnanent wet bottom type,

containing water yeil round. Urban runoff is directed to the impoundments

from branch storrnwater sewers. The discharge is controlled through one

outlet which is designed with less capacity than the sum of the inflow

pipes. Consequently, a volume of runoff is temporarily stored in the

impoundment and may be retained for hours or days depending on the

amount of rainfall, the design of the impoundment, and antecedent

conditions (Chambers &. Tottle, 1978). Minimum water levels are maintained

in these ponds and several ponds have welis specifîcally for supplementing

low levels (CMHC,1980). Many of Winnipeg's 60 retention lakes are iocated

close to the periphery of the city in the mors recenrly developed

subdivisions (figure 1). The names and locations of the lakes in figure 1 can

be found in the key (table 1).



Figure l. Retention lake locations in the Ciry of rü/innipeg
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Table 1. Retention lake locations in the Ciry of V/innipeg

!!þ Thlr llst corrê¡ponds to Dr¡rtng tb. Lg-lt8 (X¡rch lgg7) Revl¡lon l.

5-8 South of tdgevrter Drlyc betreen Sr.eetyÀtcr Bry rnd gc¿vcrhlll.Boulevlrd.
Sr.tctyàter Latc

z-?
2-3
2-1
?-s
3-t
3'2
3-3
3-l
3-5
3-6

3-7
t-t
4-2
t-3
a-1
a-5
a-6
4-7
1-8
1-9
t- 10
5-l
3-Z
5-3
5-4
5-5
5-6
5-7

5-e
5- l0
5-lI
5-t2
5- 13
5- 11
5- l5
5- t6
5-t7
5- l8
5- 19
5- 20

5-21
6-I
6-2
6-3
6-4
6-5
6-6
6-7
6-8
6-9
6-t0
6-l r
6- t2
6-t3
6-14
6-15
6- 16
6-17
6- l8
6- 19
6-20
6-? I

Rev ls lon: llry. ¡9gg
OGG : hl

0ff l¡blstcr Strect north of H¡nlìton Âvcnuc
South rldc of Lr¡¡den betreen G¿lbr¡lth Cresc. ¡nd f¡J, Crc5c.lbrth of South L¡tc Drlvc
llorlh of Ihltfleld Avcnue ln ùlnd.¡ Crcct tndustrl¡l p¡rt
South-!¡3t corner of llng Edx¡rd Strret ¡nd S¿lLlrt Âvenuc
llorth-Ê¡3t corncr ol ßlng E¿ïtrd strr!t ¡nd Burrovs Âvanu¿lbrth of lurrovf Âvanuc ¡t Benbor Ro¡d
llorth-r¡st cornrr of G¿rton AvÊnuê ¡nd Bclton Streetlbrth-rtst of Rcd RlyÊr Boulav¡rd ¡nd Rly?rstonc Ro.d
llorth of Tcaplêton 

^venuc 
¡nd rrrt of tkphllt lpr S¡rlet

Bchlad Clty of-9lnnlpcA Dlstrlct 13 utntennnce yrrds
Extrc¡e rc¡r of llotornys property on 0¡t polnt ilghvay
Loc¡ted ln front of Cúv't. of C¡nad¡ Reglonrl T¡¡ bt¡-Centre.
Co-rncr of Lrgfrcdlerr Bouldev¡rd rnd Regcn! Avcnue
Off Gateny lo¡d north of Sprlngftcld Ró¡d Bunn,¡ Creck
llot 0pÊr¡tlonàì. Cordltc Dl!ch
llorthcrit P¡rl nccrÊ¡Èlon Arrr
llorth-rÊ3t corncr ol Dcvonshlrc Drlvc ¡nd Clou¡ton Drlvr
South-c¡st of Drvon3hlrr Drlye rnd flldon¡n llc¡dor llrtvc
Dcg) Pond South-yest R¡velston Ava. ¡nd C.i.R. Vlctorl¡ Beach
llorthc¡st_.P¡rk (corncr L¡glEodlêrê rnd Sprlngllctd)
South of lkll¡hon Pl¡ca off HcLcll¡n Drlve
llorth of_Rrgsdlll Ro¡d brtyeÊn Erst Sprlng ¡nd llest Sprlng Coves
Ue3t of Ecghfn Avcnuc rt prqufn Road
llest of DÊ8òÊts bctyeen Paquln Rd. tnd c¡olat Sys. Strect
South of Crnlcì Sys. St., c¡st of Rry llrrlus Rd.. ¡nd rcst of plcssls Rd.
Front of glnnlpÊg lllnt corner fl llfghvay rnd Lrglaodfcr! Blvd.
llorth-eàit corncr of Låke$ood Boulev¡rd ¡nd tdsãyrtcr Drlve
Cle¡r¡r¡ter L¡tc yest of 8c¡verhlll Boulevard ¡ñd north of Èdqeyàtar Drlv¿
llorth-r¿st corner of L¡kenood Boulev¡rd ¡nd ge¡verhlll Bouleírrd,Stll¡ gàtÊr L¡te

Eàst of corncr of Shôñroct Drlve ¡nd lleycrolt Road
South of lllllo¡l¡le Crcscrnt ¡t lllllox polnt Ro¡d
Horth of Blshop Grandln Boulev¡rd ðt X.eàrnÊy Strcet
llorth of Elshop Grandln Boulcv¡rd rt Glen H¡¿dor Street
llorth of Elshop Grandln 8ouìey¡rd rt Rlvcr Ro¡d
Betyeln Hlsslon Stre?t rnd ürgaìd Road - Hest of gourn¡ls Drlve
South of l¡l¡nd Shore 8lvd.
South-xest of Eurlånd rnd Heaìy Cr.
South-eàst ol Eurland ¡nd llestbournc Cr.
E¡st of 0¡kot¡ St. brtxeen ,)ohn Forsythe Rd. ¡nd Aìdgate Rd.
SouLh of lsl¡nd L¡kes Dr. betreen Bolseltr Bry rnd Cinlr¡nt Cr,
llorth of lsl¡nd L¡les Dr. betreen OesJ¡rdln¡ 0r. ¡nd Bìyd. de la
Se lgneurle-
Erst of Royrl Hlnt Dr. ¡t E¡s¿ Hlnt pl.-
Ev¿ llerlcr Ulldllfc Pond - Asslnlbolne Forcst
llorth-cåst corner of xrnô3ton Blvd. ¡nd Gr¡nt Ave. behlnd ¡hopolno centrr
South-rart corncr of f€nåston Boulev¡rd lnd Sr¡¡¡ ¡y¡¡u.
Lot 16 0r¡ln rest of tlrverley
Lot t6 0r¡ln !åst of gaverlcy
llorth of Ch¡nccllor bctr.een Sv¡n L¡ke Bry rnd Lale Grovc gay
Along Late Llndero Ro¡d Trln L¡lc
South of H¡rlh¡¡ Ro¿d àt Forest LÀtc Drlve. Governor Låtr,
llorth of lhrlh¡¡ noàd yert of Forest Lùte Dr., presldent- [rtc'
llorth of 0¡lhou¡te Drlve ¡nd r¡st of paoblnr llry.. Baldry Crlel L¡tÊ
South of D¡lhoustc Drlve ¡nd.c¡st of pe¡bln¡ HHi., B¡ìdri Crcet l¡tellorth of Grånd¡ont Boulcvard'¡nd rcst of llolln lvenue
South ol' Br¡ndoont Boulcv¡rd rnd rÊst of lhlorlc gry
South-uest of lthytcrldgc Blvd. ¡nd llcnlov Bry
¡¿êst of Shorccreit Dr.'
Polnt llcst lhlve
Southn¡t Scurfleld Eoulcv¡rd ¡nd Colr¡bl¡ ûrlve.
llorth of Såorellne Drlve ¡nd jouth of Qreent Prrl Cre:.
South-re3t of ljcs! Trylor Blvd. rnd û¡lb¡rton Blvd.
llc¡t ol-Scur-flcld Blvd. bÊtyc!í Fleetrood nd. ¡nd V¡ndcrbllt 0r.
South ol Sclle¡er brtrcen. Dc¡ers Pl. ¡nd Ch¡bbert pl.
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Existing research ¡eveals that the aforementioned benefits have frequently

been realized by developers through the capitalization of environmental and

amenity benefits into increased property values for residences in the

vicinity of water bodies and open space (Poudel,1979). Stormwater lakes

contain both the open space and water elements of the urban park tradition

(Flough,1985) and thereby provide a differential advantage for the adjacent

urban resident. The construction of land drainage lakes in Winnipeg

provides picturesque relief to an otherwise flat terrain. The storrnwater

retention system has also allowed for the opening up of aleas of the city

where the costs of a closed conduit system would be prohibitive.

Retention lakes and their adjacent public space are important features of

winnipeg's urban landscape. open space, composed of land and water, in the

urban region has a three-fold function: it has beneficial psychological

effects upon those who enjoy access ro it; it helps shape urban

development; and, of increasing importance, is the capacity of open space to

protect or enhance natural landscape features which are essential

contributors to the ecological stability of any region (Goodman and Freund,

1968). In the past, concern for urban open space has been heavily oriented

toward its active recreational function with littte or no recognition of

amenity aspects (Mann, 1970). More recently, with the growing awareness of

environmental probiems, the amenity aspects of open space have become an

important consideration.

Wate¡ adds both visual and ecological diversity to the neighbourhood.

Retention lakes and their public space can provide habitat for many species

t2



of terrestrial and aquatic plants which in turn provide food and cover for

wildlife. Such diversity tends to be minimized, however, by curenr

management practices and, to a certain extent, by residents.

Species diversity is minimized in an urban setting through the diligent

efforts of the city's parks crews. These crews, under the direction of the

parks department, maintain extensive grass areas, a few types of flowers,

and two or 
, 
three species of trees and shrubs. Any other plants attempting

to become established are often eliminated. Sometimes eradication of certain

species of nuisance weeds is desireable, but often the offending plants are

actually grasses, wildflowers, or shrubs native to the area. Existing

management practices require high inputs of energy and minimize diversity,

whereas most native vegetation requires little or no care and can iead to

the establishment of a tremendous diversity of plants and a more

ecologically stable environment. Figure 2 shows the grass monoculture of

Island Lakes, typical of most impoundment areas.

A city is an ecosystem, an intricate web of interacting organisms

involving energy transfer and materials cycling. Species diversification

stabilizes the system: the greater the number of species, the more stable

the system. The more complex the ecosystem, the less likely that any one

species will grow explosively, and the more difficult it is for external

forces to upset the ecosystem (Marglef, 1968). Man-mod.ified systoms are

distinguished by high energy inputs and turnover rates, lowered species

diversity and low stability (Gilt and Bonnet, 1973). Man's acrivities which

modify natural communiries include removal of vegetation by tilling, logging,

t3
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or burning; land drainage or inundation, earth moving; introduction of

exotic species; and pollution.

Of greater significance in most cities are the general consequences of

human activities such as housing or industrial development. Such

developments usually destroy established habitats. The situation in Winnipeg

is somewhat different in that the City and developers have changed hardpan

clay fields into subdivisions containing man-made lakes. The creation of

these water bodies is an important step in producing an environment

amenable to habitation by plants and animals. However, while these

retention lakes may provide a more diverse environment than the clay

expanses they replace, they remain under-utilized in tefins of their potential

to support a far greater diversity of plants and animals.

Planning is an integral part of the development of an urban centre. But,

studies have found that current urban planning procedures do not contribute

significantly to the resolution of environmental problems associated with

urban gowth (I-ang and Armour, 1980). Through the process of urbanization

humans have created new ecosystems with new types of interactions and.

new scales of human induced impacts. Natural habitats are increasingly

people molded, people controlled and people dependent. New approaches to

planning must be adopted. Ecological planning is the mosr environmentally

sensitive type of environmental planning. It integrates cultural-historical,

biotic and abiotic subsystems thereby maintaining or enhancing the

amenities of landscape.
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2.1 Hydrology of Urban Areas

The primary objective of a storrnwater impoundment is to store urban

runoff and release it slowly into the receiving stream or trunk drain. Urban

areas are composed of a variety of impermeable surfaces including buildings,

sidewalks, parking lots, and roads. Soil and grassland is replaced by cement,

buildings replace forests, and storrn sewers replace natural d.rainages. These

man-made features of the urban environment reduce water infiltration by

40Vo to 90Vo (I-azaro, 1979)(Figure 3). This reduction in the abitity of runoff

water to infiltrate into the ground results in increased volumes, greater

peak flows, and a more rapid discharge of runoff into the receiving drains

or streams (Figure 4).

The storm sewer has been the conventional method of solving the problem

of drainage and water disposal. The increased volume and rate of flow

created by well drained city streets and spaces can cause flooding in areas

where drainage is inadequate, washing out roads and culverts, and increase

erosion in the receiving streams or drainages @unne and Leopold, l97g;

Delleur, 1982). Early stonn sewers have often been combined with

residential sewers which then overflow when capacity is exceeded by storrn

runoff. Such conventional design contributes to the general deterioration of

the environment by shifting an urban problem to the surrounding larger

area by draining the storrnwater away from the city and emptying it into

the surrounding countryside. There are technological and ecological

consequences resulting from the use of these older conventional designs.

The benefits of well drained streets and civic space are offset by the costs
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Figure 5. Retention lake storage

of eroded stream banks and flooding, and also by impaired warer quality

and the disappearance of aquatic life. Newer rypes of drainage include

separate sewers, which also remove the storrnwater from the cify, and

separate sev/ers combined with retention lakes which hold back the

stonnwater and release it slowly into receiving waters.

Stormwater management through the use of retention lakes has been

found to alleviate some of the problems associated with u¡ban runoff.

Stormwater lakes operate by a process of reservoir action, whereby a pulse

of water entering the retention lake does not immediately d.isplace a simila¡

amount of water (Dunne and Leopold, 1978). Instead the input is stored

within the lake, as shown in figure 5. The outflow of the lake, being of a

fixed size, regulates the amount of water that can exit. Consequently, as

water inflow, which is greater than the outflow, enters the lake it is

stored, progressively raising the water level. When the inflowing rvater
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ceases or declines, the water in storage continues to drain

rate governed by the outflow until the lakes minimum

reached.

out slowly at

draining level

a-

1S

There are two types of retention impoundments commonly in use. One is
the perrnanent wet bottom retention lake while the other type is a

temporary dry bottom pond. Wet bottom lakes have been designed ro serve

substantially larger drainage ileas than dry ponds. 'wet bottom lakes, on

average' will serve an area that is four times larger that the area served

by a dry bottom lake (Micheals er a1.,1985). This is due to rhe smaller

average storage capacity of dry bottom ponds. permanent storage is

appropriate where a continuous supply of water and or where inflow and

outflow and soils allow for stable cond.itions. Winnipeg is well situated for
perrnanent retention lakes due to its relatively impermeable clay substrate.

Permanent storage retention lakes that maintain a minimum water level are

well suited to multi-purpose use by the community. These sites can lead to
development of balanced ecosystems of plants, wildlife, fish, and other

organisms. open water provides opportunity for boating, recreation, and

aesthetics.

Temporary or dry bottom storage ponds are most useful in places where

various functions must be accommodated on the same area of ground. These

ponds are designed to accumulate water after a storrn and then drain

completely at a slow rate. The land can then serve a variety of purposes, it
performs a hydrological function and when dry can be used as a golf
course' playing field, or tennis court. LeBreton Flats in central Ottawa is
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an example of a temporary pond with a hard surface bottom which is used

as a play area in dry periods (Ilough, 1984). One of the disadvantages of a

hard bottom surface is the silt and sediment containing poilutants and

debris that accumulates after a storrn event which must then be cleaned

away. Grass covered surfaces are more practical. There are two dry bottom

retention ponds in Winnipeg, but further construction of this type of pond

has been discouraged due to higher maintenance costs (penman, l97g).

There are also several other methods of temporary storage. These include

the use of rooftops, parking lots and streets with conffol drains. These

features make up a large proportion of a cities space and could therefore

provide a great deal of water storage. While these methods utilize existing

urban features and do not require additional land there are several

disadvantages to their use. Rooftop storage would require stronger

structural support due to the tremendous weight of water. parking lot

storage would result in 'wet feet' unless people had the time to wait for

the lot to drain and storage on the street would result in wet pedestrians

and stalled vehicles.

2.2 Quality of Urban Runoff

Urban runoff entrains and transports many urban contaminants. The most

important contributor of pollutants to urban runoff is the land surface

itself, primarily the streets, gutters and other impervious areas connected

to streets (Roesner, 1982). Pollutants accumulate on these surfaces in a

variety of ways. There is for example: debris dropped or scattered by
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individuals; sidewalk sweepings; debris and pollutants deposited on or

washed into streets from yards or other open areas; wastes and dirt from

buildings and demolition; fecal droppings from dogs, birds, and other

animals; renìnants of household refuse dropped during collection or scattered

by animals or wind; dirt, oil, tire, and exhaust residue from automobiles;

and fallout of air pollution parricles (Delleur, r98z; Roesner, lgsz). An

impoftant source of pollution in V/innipeg is the sand and salt that

accumulates through the course of the winter on the city streets and in the

piles of removed snow.

As rain falls and runoff collects it begins to dissolve pollutants in the

gutters, streets and other impervious surfaces, and eventually as this water

begins to flow it carries the dissolved materials with it. As rainfall

intensity increases, flow velocities become sufficient to pick up solids, with

suspended solids being picked up at smaller velocities than settleable solids.

The heavier settleable solids can be canied. from the watershed by

suspension, if the velocity is sufficiently high, or by rolling along the

bottom at lower velocities. Rainfall of sufficient intensity can cause the

infiltration capacity of pervious surfaces, such as lawns, to be exceeded and

the excess then flows to the storrnwater inlets carrying dissolved and

suspended materials. Pollutional loading from pervious surfaces in urban

areas is smaller than that coming from impervious surfaces (Roesner,l9g2).

An abbreviated list of the pollutants carried by runoff includes iead,

cadmium, selenium, PCB's, metals, pathenogenic bacteria, fertilizers,

sediment, salts, and organic debris e-azaro, 1979; Smith, I9g2; Revelle and
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Revelle, 1984). The actual variety of pollutants and their concentrations in

the runoff water will vary from one area to another depending on the size

of the catchment, the proximity to the source and the amount and types of

polluting activities going on in that area. There can exist tremendous

differences in the quality of storrnwaters, ranging from safe to highly

polluted. These pollutants can contribute to higher water temperatures by

absorbing more radiant energy, greater BOD (biological oxygen demand) and

depletion of aquatic life in receiving waters.

Many Canadian municipalities tend to see quantity as their business and

quality as the responsibility of higher levels of government. There is also a

failure to acknowledge the hidden environmental and economic costs of

pollution and changes to the local hydrology (Lang and Armour, 1980). New

approaches are required to deal with this sort of environmental degradation.

More recently, municipalities are taking steps to reduce pollution by

tightening controls on waste generation and disposal. While cities are the

major source of pollution the public perception remains that they are not

handling the problem sufficiently.

Stormwater retention lakes can be used to reduce pollutant levels in

urban runoff. Retention lakes have been found to remove a relatively high

percentage of pollution loading from urban sronnwaters (CMHC, 1980). A

study on the effectiveness of retention lakes as a best management practice

found that removal of suspended solids and lead exceeded 70Vo, phosphorus

removal generally exceeded 50Vo, and total nitrogen removal ranged from

30Vo to 50Vo (Luzkow et al., 198i). The retention of these pollutanrs
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increases with increasing size of the storm, reflecting both the increased

loads ca¡ried by these storrns and the effectiveness of the fixed flow outlet

structure in controlling discharge flow from the basin.

Retention lakes immediately begin to store much of the sediment,

particulates, and pollutants ca¡ried in the runoff due to lowered current

velocity as rhe warer enrers the pond (SCopE, lgTz). Most of rhese

pollutants quickly settle out and are therefore concentrated in the

sediments (tley, 7982; Randall et.al.,l9ï2: smith, rgg2). In addition, many

pollutants are attracted to and adsorbed by suspended sediments, which

settle out. Absorption by bottom sediment also occurs and effectively

removes some pollutants from rhe water (Metcalfe, 1986).

A study undertaken by the Canadian Mortgage and Housing Commission

(CMHC) in conjunction with the City of Winnipeg (1980) looked ar warer

quality in two winnipeg impoundments and found that the mean

concentrations of a variety of poliutants were within the limits acceptable

for swimming. However, pollutant concentrations were higher than

acceptable in the sediments. Therefore, any activities such as wading or

swimming that disturb the sediment would resuspend pollutants, making such

activities unsafe.
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2.3 Water Ín the Urban Setting

Water plays an important role in fulfilling human needs. It is a direct

necessity for human existence, it may have technical and transport

functions, but it can also be important as a place for recreation and as a

source of experiences. Human needs can be divided into physical and social

needs, the physiological and technical functions of urban water deal with

the physical side, while all kinds of perceptions deal with the social side

(Hengeveld et aJ.,1982). Fulfillment of these needs has developed from a

matter of individual interest to one of public interest where many more

modes of human behaviour with respect to water are possible. Water is not

only important for the existence and functioning of an urban system, but

also for influencing individual and collective human behaviour within such a

system.

By far the most conspicuous water elements in settlements are the bodies

of open water. Water in the city gives pleasure whether one looks at it,
walks along it, or fishes in it. Empirical data refuting or confirming

aesthetic attributes of water in the landscape ffio, however, essentially

nonexistent. The components of aesthetic experience under consideration

here involve a complex response of the observer to a particulil landscape.

Three general variables define this relationship: 1) the observer's state of

mind, such as his or her current perceptual set, past experience, future

expectations and environmental lifestyle; 2) the context of observation; and

3) the environmental stimulus itself (Litton et al., 1974). Increased

appreciation of aquatic components as decoration of the environment and as
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a source of recreation, as well as the growing awareness of the needs for

preservation of biological communities, have ted to the intentional inclusion

of such elements in planning and maintaining the city (Hengeveld et â1.,

1982).

Aside from the natu¡al expanses of freshwater there are also many that

are man-made. In medieval times ponds \ryere constructed to breed fish for

food and to supply water for human settlements. From the eighteenth

century onwards, extensive lakes were constructed in private estates and

parks (Emery, 1986). More recenrly, as potholes are being drained in the

countryside, new ponds a-re being consmrcted in many cities for storrnwater

management purposes. Rich communities of plants and animals can exist in

and around even small ponds. A pond calr, therefore, be a useful educational

resource, as well as a rich habitat for wildlife and an attractivo addition to

the landscape.

The appearance of the water can enhance or detract from the visual

quality of the water body and at the same time give clues to the level of

quality of the water itself. The appearance of water in place is a composite

factor of its liquidness, its clarity and colour, and its capacity to reflect

light and images (Litton er â1., 1974). water's fluidity is related ro its

capacity to assume the shape of its container by following the shoreline

that arrests its movement and by its ability to suspend or float materials.

The more clea¡ the water is the more tikely that it will attract attention

and be called beautiful. Clearness permits a deeper and more detailed. view

of the bottom and its composition, adding visual d.iversity. Colour of the
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water is often associated with whether or not its clean. Clean water is

assumed to be blue, but the colour of the water is actually a function of

its ability to absorb certain wavelengths of light. The surface of water has

the mirror like ability to reflect light. This creares shimmering light from

the sun or moon and can also reflect images from beyond the distant shore.

In the water cycle, the major difference between natural and urban areas

is one of storage. Natural floodpiains, ponds and lakes are storage

reservoirs for streams and rivers that reduce the magnitude of peak flows

and sustain low flow periods. Woodlands, vegetation and soils not overlain

by impermeable surfaces store water which percolates through the ground

recharging groundwater. Vegetation and infiltration enhance water quality

by effectively filtering the water. Storm d.rainage should. then be designed

so as to imitate natural conditions as closely as possible.

Retention lakes are an alternative which can closely imitate natural

conditions. They control runoff by releasing water slowly and. reduce

pollution through the settling of particles. They may also act ro recharge

groundwater in areas where permeability permits, however recharge with

polluted water is not desireable. Storage of water in low density residential

developments is becoming an accepted method of urban drainage. The

Ministry of the Environment (1977) for Ontario has concluded that maximum

use should be made of water retention facilities to control urban runoff.

According ro Lindh (1979), the planning and

projects are frequently determined. by budgets rather

design of

than by

urban water

considerations
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of optimal design. Expenditure on water supply, sewerage, sewage treatment,

flood protection and urban drainage is fixed and engineers proceed within

the prescribed limits. Such a scheme may have the advantage of simplicity,

but is this kind of socio-economic evaluation sufficient? Consideration must

be given to the socio-economic aspects of the environment and its

importance to the physical and mental health of the population.

Given its characteristics water is the source of innumerable conflicts. The

public authorities should therefore promote a positive and cohesive policy

for developing water resources. V/ater resources management is impossible

without planning. But, it is usually necessary to modify the initial projects

and plans to allow for constraints imposed by water and to orient the

choices on changing public demand relating to water in directions not

originally foreseen. This idea of combining physical planning with the

pianning of water resources is somewhat idealistic, but it is a goal which

should be sought (Biswas, 1979).

2.4 Stormwater Management

A recent definition of stofinwater management states that "stormwater

management is the set of actions taken to control water in its hydrologic

cycle with the objectives of providing: surface drainage, flood control,

erosion and sedimentation control and reducing pollutants in runoff ' (Grigg,

1980). While this definition certainly conveys the meaning of stormwater

management, it lacks a description of its scope and how intimately

interwoven it is with other aspects of the urban infrastructure.
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Several interrelated points must be discussed when addressing storrnwater

management in an attempt to understand the breadth of the subject.

Rossmiller (1981) formulates a philosophy of storrnwater management in

which he outlines 11 points regarding approaches, attitudes and conditions

as he thinks they ought to be. Only six of the eleven points were

applicable to this discussion and are as follows:

1. "The purpose of urban stoftnwater facilítíes is to control and utilíze
storrn runoff in an environmentally sound manner such that only mínor
inconvenience is experienced by the people, property, and other inhabítants
of the areas adjacent to, upsteam, and downstream of the facilities. The
goal is to enhance the qualíty of the urban environment so that it is a
more aesthetically pleasing place in which to live work and play."

This point exemplifies that, in addition to the traditional concopr which

sought only to control storrn runoff, the new concept must seek to utilize

storrn runoff for beneficial purposes. These include aesthetic viewing and

recreation. Also the traditional concept was concerned only with quantity of

runoff whereas the new concept includes both quantity and quality. The

tenn other inhabitants refers to all the wildlife that can exist in an urban

setting. Species diversity is a must for a stable environment and corridors

along strearns, drainage gullies, retention ponds provide such a habitat. Such

natural areas provide a pleasant contrast to roadways and power lines.

Many communities are using these corridors to provide habitat, passive and

active recreation opportunities, and conveyance and storage ofrunoff.

2. "InleSrate master stoftnwater management plans with other community
mas_ter -Plans such as land usê, transportatíon, recreatton and education,
with each having equal status."
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Depending on the size of the community, each of these aspects of the

urban setting could fall under the jurisdiction of a separate department,

commission or board. The planning activities of all these groups musr be

coordinated. In some cases stornwater management corridors could serve as

buffers between residential, commercial, and industrial land uses. They could

serve as greenbelts to screen one use from the others and be amenities to

the a¡eas in which they are located.

3. - "Encourage multi-purpose use of storrnwater facilitíes. The use of land
solely for the conveyance or storage of runoff is to be avoided."

Some communities line their channels with concrete then fence them in to

discourage access. This relegates these lands to drainage only, to

unauthorized trash disposal, and to thei¡ use as pathways for people who

wish to go unnoticed. The possibilities for multi-purpose use of storm\pater

facilities are limited only by the imaginations, and budgets, of the planners

and designers. The two purposes which offer the greatest opportunities are

active and passive recreation and aesthetic surroundings and views.

4. - "Accept the roles and shared responsibilities of atl the partìcípants in
urban stormwater facilities. These partictpants ínclude individuals, owners,
devel.operl, consultants, elected and appointed fficials, and the cíty',
provincial, and federal agencíes."

Everyone plays a role in the storrnwater management process, whether the

rolÞ is passive or active. Each carries some amount of responsibility for the

planning and management of stonnwater facilities. Developers and

consultants take the most active role since they are responsible for the

planning and design. Elected and appointed officials also have an active role

in providing the political climate in which stonnwarer management
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flourishes through laws and ordinances which give authority to the several

departments and agencies concerned.

5. "Total cost should include costs for planning, design, financing,
construction, operation, maintenance, repair, and cleanup of public areas."

Cost estimates used should reflect the overall costs of the storrnwater

facility, particularly when comparing impoundments to closed conduit

systems. Front end costs are only a portion of the total. In flood prone

areas lost wages and production, cleanup costs, property damage, and

assistance to flood victims can also be included. Maintenance costs, oveÍ

the long terrn, for retention lakes can also be high, particularly where large

numbers of lakes are used as is the case in Winnipeg.

6. "Responsíbiliry fo, facility maíntenance
resources committed to maintenance. If thís
facilities should nor be builî."

should be fixed and adequate
committment is not made the

Stormwater management facilities are an integral part of the urban

infrastructure. If they are well maintained they will perform their intended

function and wiil be an aesthetically pleasing addition to the urban

environment. If neglected and not maintained they may not perform their

stofinwater function and will degrade the appearance of their surroundings.
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2.41 Planning in Stormwater Management

The goal of water and related land resources planning is to guide future

development and growth in a manner that would minimize problems and

optimize the quality of living. It is a complex process which integrates the

physical, social, economic, and political considerations into an orderly plan

(Becker et aJ.,7973). Each of these considerations, in itself, is a subsystem

of the total urban system. The basic objective of implementing storrnwater

management are to reduce the problems associated with urban drainage. This

would conform with the overall water and related land rosource development

plan by reducing problems in the urban area created by storrnwater runoff

and by optimizing the quality of the urban environment.

The many demands on the land and water resources of an urban region

are associated with efforts to achieve a variety of objectives. Included are

economic development, regional development, fransportation improvement,

social well being, and envi¡onmental quality. Stormwater management

requires that competing objectives must be considered and reconciled

through a formal policy-setting strategy. The planning framework for land

development and urban drainage should include a watershed plan, a master

drainage plan, and a storrnwater management plan, as weli as major and

minor drainage system guidelines (Marsalek et a1.,1982).

In stonnwater management, as well as in other public activities, there is

a hierarchy of planning, beginning with goal sening and progressing to

facility planning and program implementation. In between are specific
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planning tasks as well as the formulation of a masterplan for applying

whatever local, provincial, federal, and private resources can be made

available to prevent, mitigate, and provide solutions to problems (APWA,

1984). Goal setting and definition of objectives must be coordinated with

development of policies. Goals and policies serve to orient planners and

those wishing to develop property within the community and form a

beginning point for masterplan development. Periodic updating of planning

steps should occur to reflect curuent needs and conditions.

Drainage basins, or watersheds, âre convenient units for water resources

management purposes. Within the boundary of each drainage basin, a system

of water courses has evolved which is specifically related ro its physical

and hydrologic conditions (APWA, 1984). By examining rhe enrfue warershed,

certain locations will be seen to offer better opportunities for storage.

Planners and engineers have come to recognize that preserving the natural

drainage is in many places preferable to replacing it with enclosed storrn

sewers since naturai channels can accommodate more runoff during storïns

than artificial sronn drainage (McHarg, 1969;Becker er al.,lg/3). The use of

the drainage basin concept as a means of controlling runoff provides the

most complete development and management by maximizing economic return.

Another reason for the watershed approach is to identify, prior to

development, those areas not suitable for development such as wetlands,

prime agricultural lands, scenic sites, culturally historic sites, and

floodplains (Rossmiller, 1981). Jones and Jones (1982) feel thar in addition

to the drainage basin concept is the need for total urban water resource

management.
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In storrnwater management, the drainage basin approach appears to be the

most feasible approach to minimizing drainage problems. However, the

benefits that accrue by controlling runoff on a watershed basis cannot be

maximized unless there is a planning strategy implemented when the

watershed is only sparsely developed (Becker et al., 1973). Basinwide

preplanning of runoff management facilities is essential if optimum or even

acceptable results are to be achieved from detention ponding (Jones &.

Jones, 1982).

The stornwater management plan for the City of Winnipeg consists of a

watershed drainage map with guidelines for development of retention lakes

and requirements for closed conduit drainage. Stormwater lake subdivision

developments do fall under Plan Winnipeg which dictates boundaries and

zoning, but there is no predetermined drainage plan. This is a reactive plan

which allows for flexibility by allowing the City to deal with each area as

it is planned for development. The city has been divided into its drainage

basins and any new retention lake being considered is located according to

pre-existing lakes or trunk lines. The City reviews these proposed

developments ensuring that undeveloped adjacent lands are able to be

d¡ained in the future (Reimer, 1988). The underlying theory of retention

ponding allows for this sort of piece by piece development without having

the problem of modifying or completely changing the former drainage

system.
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Existing and potential storrnwater runoff problems and their locations and

impact are tied to land use patterns. A serious consequence of

unsatisfactory management is loss of market viability for a specific land use

or development. Therefore, iand use planning constitutes an important

factor in the comprehensive framework of storrnwater management planning

(APWA, 1984). Since poor land use planning often increases the volume and

the rate of runoff, and because the use of one's land is a basic freedom

that should be protected, careful coordination of storrnwater management

planning and land use planning deserves high priority. However, it has been

noted in the literature that the problems connected with storrnwater

detention are largely non-technical in thei¡ nature and generally concern

economic considerations and institutional issues (Marsalek et aI.,1982).

This has led to the development of the so called 'blue-green' concept

which incorporates permanent water areas in open spaces, with provision

for flood storage. Stormwater can be viewed as a resource out of place. In

such a case, storage of stonnwater is the fi¡st step in a program to make

use of the resource. These storage areas can be designed and operated to

provide aesthetic amenities and recreational space (APWA, 19S4). Thus, the

incorporation of a 'blue-green' concept into an urban development can serve

a th¡eefold function. It can provide space for the temporary storage of

runoff, an aesthetically pleasing environment, and recreation.

Southdale was one of the original stonnwater lake subdivisions in

Winnipeg. It was designed with marketing as the primary consideration and

the lakes were used as the attractor. Capital cost savings of the lake
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system compared to closed conduit were negligible due to the close

proximity of the Seine River. Initially these sort of developments were not

popular due the higher property costs and because potential buyers were

not familiar with the amenities associated with such lakes. Once buyers

became aware of the aesthetic and recreational benefits of lake subdivisions

the popularity of lake neighborhoods increased dramatically.

Stormwater lake subdivisions involved a move away from the uniform

appearance of most suburban development. Strong marketing techniques are

used by developers in order to attract new residents to the particular area

being developed. In order to do this many developers try to appeal to

particular socio-economic groups through similarity in design, size and price

(Winnipeg TCUA, 1978).

2.5 Environmental Planning

A principal goal of environmental planning is to maintain or enhance the

amenities of the landscape. Too often, engineering plans for development,

whether they be for urban flood control, construction, or transportation

facilities, are focussed on the structural, functional, or economic aspscts

with little attention to the visual, ecologic, or hydrologic harmony of the

result. Many of the elements which may be classified as amenities are more

subjective and are difficult to quantify in monetary tenns compared to the

engineering or construction aspects of development. It has become

increasingly clear that people are suffîciently concerned about the less

tangible nonmonetary values of the environment such that they are willing
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to withdraw their support of a polluting industry or other creator of

environmental degradation, and are willing to pay directly for the

maintenance of amenities. There are values to society gained from the

maintenance of beauty and from the knowledge that the ecosystem

continues to operate without undue degradation.

Studies from both the United States and Ontario suggest that current

urban planning procedures are not contributing significantly to the

resolution of environmental problems associated with urbanization (Kaiser,

1974; Lang &. Armour, 1980). This is somewhat surprising since there is

strong public concern with environmental issues and the fact that there is a

considerable volume of information available in the rapidly evolving field of

environmental planning. Most planners consider environmental problems an

important concern in their aÍea of work (Coyle, 1980). Why then are

environmental concerns often not incorporated into the urban planning

process?

Two major functions of the u¡ban planning process must be considered.

One is the allocative planning function which is concerned with directing

the distribution of limited resources among competing users. This is the role

of the public sector, involving economic planning, iand-use planning, and

development control, among others. The other is the land development

function which entails physical planning, design and construction of

facilities. This is normally a private sector activity undertaken primarily in

the interest of economic gain.
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The main impediments to incorporation of envi¡onmental concerns in the

public sectors allocative planning process involve: a iack of adequate

concepts, principles and information; the concern for the feasibility and

legal defensibility of environmental policies and controls; and the

accoutability and role of elected officials in deciding on and implementing

plans (Lang & Armour, 1980). The impediments within private secror

planning activities are similar and involve: lack of appropriate concepts,

principles and procedures; concern about additional costs resulting from

approval delays and technical problems; and minimai requirements for

environmental measures in the existing approval process (Coyle, 1980). The

problem here is not lack of knowledge, but one of incentives for the

application of knowledge.

The many different goups and professions involved in the planning and

development of the urban environment rely upon a similar basic approach to

decision making. This approach can be conceptualized in terns of five

stages (figure 6): 1) the identification and definition of the problem,

present and future; 2) the collection and analysis of information pertaining

to the problem and its resolution; 3) the synthesis of this information inro

possible solutions and, following evaluation of alternatives, ultimately a

preferred solution; 4) the implementation of these plans or policies to
produce the desired result; and 5) the ongoing management and maintenance

of the resulting program or physical producr, while in operarion (Coyle,

1980).
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Figure 6. Stages in the urban planning process (from Coyle, l9S0)

Conventional planning practices, both in the public and private sectors,

for the most part, have been concerned only with the fi¡st three stages of
this process' the planning phase. The last two stages, the implementation

phase, has commonly been considered by planners to be the concern of
others' However, these other groups do not share the same priorities and

interests of the planners and interpret the objectives of the development

exercise quite differently (Lang & Armour, 1980). This lack of concern and

control of the implementation phase is cited as one of the major reasons

for the limited success of many well intentioned urban polices and plans

(Kaiser, I974).

This description is a generalizarion. some aspects of planning

to deal with the implementation phase, but all too often

involvemenr is limited primarily ro the drafting of the

do attempt

the planners

controls or
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specifications. The application and monitoring of these regulations is left to

other administrative groups, not directly related or responsible to the

planner. As a result planners are not in position to direct or control the

execution of the policies or plans, ensuring the desired results are obtained.

In addition, planners may not be trained to ensure that the implementation

phase of a project proceeds according to their interpretation.

Environmental planning, used throughout the design and management of

retention lakes, could be instrumental in maximizing the advantages and

minimizing the disadvantages. A principal goal of environmental planning is

to enhance the amenities of landscape while preserving or improving the

ecological integrity of the area in question. Too often, engineering plans

for development are concentrated on the structural and lay-out aspects of

the project. Conventional planning is often concerned with the planning

phase of a project with considerably less interest in the management and

operation of the facility. Environmental planning considers factors from

inception through to implementation and operation of the project. Ecological

planning, the most environmentally sensitive planning approach, can result

in economic benefits, environmental and ecological benefits, social benefits,

and educational benefits both during and after development of a project.

While future u¡banization will invariably involve some environmental

impacts, current high levels of environmental degradation can be

substantially reduced while ' gr"utly enhancing existing and proposed

residential areas. Increasing the degree of understand.ing of, and concern

for the functions and values of natural processes in urban a.reas can lead to
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more envfuonmentally appropriate development decisions. Environmental

planning methods offer useful concepts and strategies for relating ecological

understanding and concerns to urban planning and development activities.

2.51 Environmental Sensitivity in the Planning Process

The search for ways to reduce environmental problems associated with

human activities has resulted in numerous methods for improving the level

of environmental sensitivity in land use planning. Environmental planning is

a teûn used to differentiate these va¡ious methods, which share an explicit

environmental focus, from other forms of planning such as economic

planning or urban planning.

The planning of urban environments cannot take place in a vacuum,

outside the general planning of all urban land uses. Urban natural

environments may be considered as one land use which has to be planned

within the context of all other urban land uses. But, planning may take

place at different levels of sophistication and sensitivity to natural

environments. Natural urban envi¡onments must not be viewed alone,

isolated from other land uses. Dorney and Rich (1916) discuss four types of

environmental planning. These types of planning are based upon a

gradation according to thei¡ sensitivity to natural environments.

1. The fust type of planning, the least environmentally sensitive, is

termed 'flat eafrh planning'. This approach assumes that the area being

planned is basically flat and featureless, and that humans can impose any
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designs that may serve their purpose on the natural environment. The result

of flat earth planning is the gdd city; a geometric pattern of streers at

right angles (Jaakson and Diamond, 1981). Flat earth planning does nor take

into account topography, soils, geology, climate, local hydrology, or plant

and animal communities. The process implies that nature is first destroyed

then reintroduced by humans @orney and Rich, I976). The reintroduced

nature is ecologically weak, typically a monoculture, and is people

dependent, requiring high inputs of energy for maintenance.

2. Contour planning is slightly more environmentally sensitive than is

flat earth planning. In contour planning, topography is the major constraint

in terrns of development on a site. The contour of the land is the basis for

planning. This type of planning is somewhat sensitive to the environment

in 'that steep slopes are not developed and cut and fill operations are

reduced (Dorney and Rich, 1976). Vegetation communities are not protected,

but they may be preserved indirectly by leaving the natural vegetation on

undeveloped slopes.

3. Feature or constraint planning represents a major increase in

envi¡onmental sensitivity. Physical and environmental featu¡es in the

landscape form the constraining boundaries that must be recognized and

integrated into the development of an area. Landscape features and

historical aspects are viewed as constraints and as opportunities (Jaakson

and Diamond, 1981). The planner must consider information on abiotic,

biotic and cultural factors. This is simila¡ to boundary delineation for

proposed parks where physical, biological and social parameters musr atl be
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considered (Grigoriew et al., i985). Diversity is preserved to a grear exrenr

through the consideration of ecological systems and capacity limitations of

natural environments to withstand human use.

4. McHarg's (197r) ecological planning approach begins from the

premise that land features are expressive of ecological processes and that

these constitute natural determinants of land use. The natural processes are

then represented as values which become the basis for identifying limiting

or liberating criteria for land use planning. An example of this rype of

planning involves beach front development. Rather than building on or

behind the foredune which would require additional structures to deat with

erosion and flooding associated with storms, development should only occur

on or behind the secondary dunes. This allows narure to deal with the

brunt of the storrn and eliminates the need for costly protective structures,

while allowing natural processes to occur on the beach and foredune area.

Ecological planning involves ecological elements, such as air , water, soil,

biota, and energy planned in an integrated way. This type of planning

involves recognizing ecosystem structure and function and working within

the constraints rather than against them. Ecological elements are defined as

the interacting cultural-historical, abiotic and biotic subsystems. It is

acknowledged that the environment is a dynamic changing system that has

evolved to its present state and will continue to evolve in the future. The

natural successions of the landscape are compared to different degrees of

change that would occur with development (Jaakson and Diamond, 1981).
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The ecosystem provides the context within which the type or extent of

development is assessed.

2.6 Contradictory Perceptions of Nature

When considering the urban landscape there are some fundamental

contradictions and paradoxes in the way the city and the larger

environment are perceived. In a world increasingly concerned with the

problems of a deteriorating environment there is a tendency to bypass the

environment that mosr people live in, the city (Hough, 1984). urban

landscape design persists with the notion that ecological processes are

either non-existent in cities or have no relevance to design process and

form. The principles that underlie landscape design aro derived from

engineering, horticulture, and in aesthetic priorities that are now becoming

secondary to ecological systems and behavioural factors (Hough, 19S4).

There a.re two types of landscapes which exist side by side in the city.

one is the nurtured pedigree landscape of lawns, flowers, trees and

fountains which have traditionally been the focus of civic design. The orher

is the unintentional haphazard landscape of naturalized urban plants and

temporary pools formed by rains. The first type of landscape has its basis

in formal design doctrine and aesthetic priorities of established convention

(Hough,1984). These landscapes are dependent on high energy inputs and on

engineering and horticultural technology. The second type of landscape

occurs wherever plants can get a foothold such as cracks in walls or
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sidewalks, in eves, on rooftops, or in vacant lots. These wild plants provide

shade and flowering groundcover and wildtife habitat at no cost or care in

a rather hostile polluted setting. Many of these wild plants are considered

weeds, but many of these so-called weeds are actually wildflowers and can

be an attractive groundcover. Naturalized landscapes can also be created

through the introduction of native plant species with natural plant

associations.

These two contrasting landscapes are good examples of the inherent

conflicts of environmental values. The nurtured landscape has tittle

connection with the dynamics of natural processes, yet it has high value in

the public mind. It demonstrates care, aesthetic value and civic spirit. The

wild landscape, although inhibited by its urban setting, represents a vital

functioning natural system at work within the city. But, it is regarded as

being a disorderly shambles, derelict wasteland, or unkempt space in need

of rehabilitation and care. However, since diversity is one of the

fundamental concepts of ecology and is necessary for health and quality of

life (Ricklefs, 1982), including urban life, we must then question the current

values that have derermined the image of nature in cities (Flough, 19g4).

2.7 Economics of Planning for Naturalized Landscapes

There is much evidence supporting the economic benefits

creating naturalized areas in urban centers. The city,

residents can all benefit from the crearion and use of such

could reduce maintenance costs, developers increase the

of preserving or

developers and

areas. The City

marketability of
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their naturalized subdivisions and

value of their naturalized neighbourhood.

residents enjoy the g¡eater aesthetic

Developers use man-made lakes and open space as attractors for their

subdivisions. Homes and lots adjacent to open space or retention ponds are

in great demand and command higher prices. Lots adjacent to lakes are an

average of 507o higher in cost, but lake lots are ¿ì.re larger due the extra

depth required to allow for gentle slopes down to the lake. In addition,

other lots in the retention lake subdivisions also command a slightly higher

value compared to non-lake subdivisions. The rate at which people move

away from an area will also be reduced if the neighbourhood has pleasant

features. The front end capital costs to the developer are often reduced by

the use of retention ponds rather than closed conduit systems.

The City also reduces its capital outlay through the use of retention

ponds. However, increased post construction costs arise for maintenance and

operation of the facilities and the surrounding open space. The higher

property values associated with retention ponds does result in higher

property taxes being paid to the City which can then be used to offset

higher maintenance costs. Maintenance costs could also be red.uced through

tradeoffs in landscaping. The contrasting approaches of natural and

manicured environments each has its benefits and disadvantages. One of the

major advantages of natural landscaping is that it requires low maintenance

while creating

landscaping is

Manicured areas have high maintenance costs, but generally give the

a

the

country atmosphere. The disadvantage of this type of

perceprion that it is unridy and unsuitable for use.
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impression of care and attention and can accommodate more activity

(Hough, 1984: Dept.of the Enviro.,1987). Figure 7 shows the expansive grass

aÍea around a lake in Garden Grove. The reduced biological diversity that

accompanies manicured areas also requires increased use of herbicides,

pesticides, and insecticides in order to protect the few plant species that

remain. These contrasting approaches will be discussed further in the

following section.

In terrns of sensitivity of planning, use of the flat earth type of planning

may seem cheaper by eliminating nature and superimposing human designs,

but in the long run costs are greater than would be the costs of

environmentally more sensitive planning. For example, natures method. of

controlling floods, such as flood plain vegetation and ground seepage have

to be replaced artificially, and at high costs with storn sewers, artificial

levees and flood control reservoirs (Jaakson and Diamond, 198i). This

depends, however, on the scale of flood involved. Nature's methods of

dealing with floods can be insufficient for large scale flooding.

3.0 ADVANTAGES OF STORMWATER RETENTION

Although economic considerations were utmost in the development of

several storrnwater lake subdivisions, recreation potentiai and aesthetic

values are are also of primary concern. Residents attracted by the amenities

are able to enjoy and use retention lakes year round. Recreational uses

include: walking, joggrng, cycling, windsurfing, canoeing or use of paddle

boats, fishing, picnicing; and in the winter: skating, cross country skiing,
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and tobaganning. Few comprehensive studies have been done on recreation

and storrnwater lakes. The majority of the resea¡ch has focussed on water

quality and hydrological impacts of the impoundments. The few studies that

have looked at the public's perceptions of storrnwater lakes have noted the

recreational and aesthetic benefits of these arriflcial lakes @ebo,I977;

Baxter et a1.,1985; Micheals er al., 1985; prasad, l9B7; swinnerron and

Flinch, 1987). These studies have found that the impound.ments are used for

year round recreation and are successful in fulfilling a recreation function.

As well, these man-made lakes have been found to be particularly

successful in contributing to

enhancing the feeling of

neighborhood.

the quality of the urban environment by

space and natural surroundings in the

Developers implementing the 'blue-green' concept have been observed to

enjoy other benefits: the developer's image can be projected as a person

who works with narure; favorable publicity about the lake may have

advertising value far grearer than the cost of the lake itself; the

developer's involvement of local regulatory officials to provide creative

suggestions and to share credit for the 'blue-green' aÍea may enhance his

future dealings with them; the developer avoids home owner complaints

about unsightly drainage ditches and, instead, watches his buyers show off
the neighborhood and make sales for him; the aesthetic appeal of the

community can be enhanced if a thriving tenestrial and aquatic wildlife

community becomes established; and the newly created neighborhood

provides a focal point which facilitates development of community

character (Jones &. Jones,1982). The fact that stormwater lakes contain both
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Figure 7. Expansive grass area at Garden Grove.
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the open space and water elements

suggesrs that they do provide a

urban resident.

of the urban park tradition (Flough,1985)

differential advantage for the adjacent

As mentioned previously, one benefit arising from the use of retention

lakes is economic. When comparing the costs of a conventional piping

system to those of retention lakes, the function of each must be analyzed.

A conventional conduit system provides only urban drainage whereas with

impoundments there are the added benefits of recreation, aesthetics,

treatment, and receiving stream hydraulic protection. The dollar values

associated with these added benefits are difficult to calculate and will not

be evaluated in this case. The costs for either system can vary depending

on several factors which include: distance to receiving stream; staging and

timing of neighboring developments; size of development; and rype of

development.

An average saving of $6400/ha or 36 percent of total capital cost occurs

when impoundments are chosen over convenrional piping (CMHC, 19s0).

Savings range from zero for developments adjacent to receiving sgeams

where closed conduit costs would be minimal, to as much as 79 percent for

developments farthest from the receiving streams. Costs increase for closed

conduit systems as the distance from receiving streams increases. This is

due to the fact that the cost of outfall pipe increases exponentially with

size and the pipe diameter must increase as distance increases in order to
accommodate larger volumes of runoff. Savings with impound.ments also

become more significant as the size of the development increases.
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4.0 DISADVANTAGES ASSOCIATED WMH RETENTION LAKES

Problems can be found in the development, operations ild, in particular,

the maintenance of storrnwater retention lakes. Water quality is perhaps the

most commonly cited problem associated with urban runoff. Aside from the

variety of pollutants found in runoff, the water also carries sediment and

nutrients. These particles and dissolved elements promote plant growth,

particularly algae, forming scum and murky water. Excessive plant growth

within the lakes may reduce water flow and circulation. Decomposing algae

will also create odour problems. In addition, there is also the problem of

garbage in the ponds (Debo,1982; Baxter er al.,l9g5). These factors

contribute to reduced aesthetic and recreational enjoyment of the area. The

City of Winnipeg does treat the storrnwater with chemicals ro reduce plant

growth. Due to the pollutional loading and the trearment of the ponds with

chemicals, eating of any fish caught is not advisable, the fish should simpty

be thrown back.

Concern for the safety of children around the retention lakes is of great

concern. while people accept canals, rivers, streams and other long-

established water features in the city, there is often a hostile reaction to

the creation of new ponds because of the alleged risk to children, but any

body of water can be potentially dangerous. V/ith slopes of at least 7:l
extending 10 meters into the water, hazards of impoundments are less than

the 215 kilometers of river and creek shore in v/innipeg (penman, lgTg). No

lake can be completely safe, therefore proper siting and landscaping are

fundamental elements in safety design and people control. Fencing should be
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discouraged as it is expensive and unsightly. Fencing also forms a barrier to

anyone coming to the aid of a person on the water side of the fence.

Sensitive grading and landscaping provide a moro desireable approach (Jones

8L Jones,1982). Hazardous areas such as inlet and outlet structures require

fencing or bars and screens that exclude children. However, the onus must

be on parents to supervise their children and educate them of the dangers.

Local government and private developers both have concern about

potentiai liability if someone is injured at or near their retention lakes.

Fortunately, serious accidents are few. There have been three drownings in

the twenty years that retention lakes have been used in Winnipeg (Reimer,

i988). Many measures can be taken to guard against dangerous situations.

Such measures include: shoreline ground slopes that provide sound footing;

fooçaths should have flat cross-sections and direct access to water should

be blocked; water depths within ten feet of shore should not exceed two

feet; where water is deeper than two feet or the shoreline steep, shoreline

access should- be precluded by planting of dense (thorny) shrubs; abrupt

changes in di¡ections of paths should be avoided and the paths separated

from the water by shrubs; playgrounds, playing fields, and paths should be

situated as far from the water's edge as space permits; large hydraulic

structures should be minimized and access to them made difficult; and the

use of large rip-rap should be discouraged as it can be bone breaking and

knee skinning stratum for children (Jones &. Jones,1982). Although large rip-

rap may discourage some individuals it does not provide an effective

barrier and is unsightly. Landscaping should be carefully selected to assure
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installation which enhances aesthetic attributes while providing barriers and

buffers.

In the public areas around storrnwater lakes maintenance can be a

problem particularly in the more heavily used areas. Due to the large

number of lakes in Winnipeg it may take a long time between lawn cutting

and litter collection for each lake. Other maintenance requirements include

insect control, algae control, aquatic weed control, slope repairs, revetment

maintenance,and the maintenance of fountains and wells. Debo (1977) found

that most residents are aware of the continual maintenance problems and

that just about all of them would be willing to pay a fee for increased

maintenance.

Maintenance costs must also be considered when comparing the retention

pond system to closed conduit systems. Conventional piping systems require

essentially no maintenance once installed. Retention ponds themselves

require little maintenance. It is the public, and sometimes private, land

adjacent to the ponds which, when combined with the retention pond, that

substantially increase maintenance costs. In 1987 the cost of maintaining 56

storrnwater impoundments amounted to $211,500 (Legasse, IggT). The City

should encourage lake neighborhoods to form committees which could then

hire students, from fees paid to the committee, to deal with the relatively

simple tasks of lawn cutting and litter collection in pubtic areas. This would

enhance the aesthetics of the neighborhood which may be neglected by the

City due to limited resources.
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Sediment accumulation and removal is another aspect of maintenance

which is required to maintain lake volume, although the City feels that

sediment removal will not be necessary for some years to come. Sediment

loads are a problem particularly during the construction phase of a

subdivision when large areas of soil are exposed. Soil loss from construction

sites may be higher than 200 times that of a developed site (CMHC, 1980).

Private ownership of land around retention ponds creates additional

problems. The present policy allows for private ownership down to normal

water level. This enhances privacy since there is no public strip but also

reduces access for maintenance. In some instances fences, retaining walls,

and other structures, such as docks, have been constructed down to the

normal water level which are then inundated during high water periods.

Such alterations can lead to slope instability and failure. Public ownership

up to the high water line would eliminate some of these problems but would

allow access to the public, reducing privacy and increasing the possibitity of

vandalism and robbery.

As is evidenced by the above discussion there are many aspects of

storrnwater management which have to be add¡essed when dealing with

storrnwater retention ponds. Management planning and policies, va¡ious

perceptions of benefits and disadvantages as well as recreation and

aesthetic considerations must be taken into account. The apparent simplicity

and attractiveness of this method of stornwater control can lead to

widespread misapplication of the concept. In order to optimize the

acceptance, desirability, and performance of detention ponding requires an
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awareness and appreciation

influence such a system.

for the complex interrelationships which

5.0 METHODS

5.1 Identifying Perceptions

The advantages and disadvantages associated with stormwater retention

will be examined on the basis of individual interest groups. Each group will

have its own concerns and the advantages or disadvantages will vary, as

will thei¡ importance.

5.11 IntervÍews

Informal interviews will take place with individuals from the City's

Waterworks, Waste and Disposal Department and the Parks and Recreation

Department. Representatives from the four major developers in Winnipeg

will also be interviewed. A list of the individuals interviewed can be found

in appendix B. Similar questions will be used for each group. The questions

will cover present policy, design considerations, and economic, social, and

legal implications. Additional information obtained in the interview

discussion may also be used.
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Interview questions for the City and developers will generally follow

those outlined below:

A. Policy

1. Is present policy adequate for dealing with existing retention ponds?
2. Is present policy adequate for dealing with future rerention pond

development?
3. What changes, if any, would you like to see in the present poticy?

B. Design

1. What a-re the major design considerations and their benefits and
disadvantages?'

2. How have they changed, if at all, since the building of the first
retention lake?

3. What factors do you think will influence future designs?
4. How do thð City and. Developers interãct in determining design

parameters?

C. Economics

1. What are the initial cost savings using retention lakes compared to
closed conduit systems?

2. What are the maintenance costs and how do they compare with cost
savings in the long run?

3. Does. the _presence of a retention pond increase property va_lues
thro-ughout the neighbourhood or only those lots which are 

- 
adjacent to

the lakes?
4. If so by how much (percent)?

D. Social

1. What benefits do residents obtain from rerention ponds?
2. V/hat proh-l.ems are associated with the ponds and how could they be

alleviated?
3. Are residents aware of these problems before moving in?
4. Do the stormwater lakes encourage a neighbourhood-community

atmosphere?
5. Should additional recrearional facilities be provided?
6. who should be responsible for the maintenance of ponds and the

surrounding open space?

E. Legalities

1. Y¿ho jt ^legally responsible for the retention ponds for the flrst year and
thereafter?

2. How could liability be reduced (eg. signs)?
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5.12 Resident Questionnaire

The resident questionnaire covers initial expectations, actual benefits and

problems, and attitudes. The questions involved economic, social, and

physical aspects of living adjacent to or near impoundments. The

questionnaire consists of structu¡ed and unstructured or open ended

questions. The questionnake allows residents the opportunity to express

their attitudes on the advantages and disadvantages of being a home owner

in a retention pond neighbourhood. A sample resident survey is found in

Appendix A.

The analysis of resident perceptions is divided into four main sections: (1)

initial expectations and general impressions, (2) benefits, (3) problems, and

(4) economic considerations, followed by general comments. The sections

will investigate social (personal interaction), physical (benefits/problems),

and economic aspects.

An exhaustive survey of all of the neighborhoods a¡ound the City's 60

storrnwater lakes would be impractical. Therefore data was sought from the

neighborhood residents of five stoñnwater lakes, each representing different

periods of development: 1965-1969, 1970-1974, \975-1919, 1980-i984, and

1985-1988. The corresponding representative neighbourhoods are in order

from fust developed to present: Southdale, Waverley Hts., Brooklands-Rosser

(Garden Grove), Linden'Woods, and Island Lakes.
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Questionnaires, with self addressed stamped envelopes, were hand

delivered ro 50 households in each of the five neighborhoods. Half of the

questionnaires went to lakeside residents and the remainder to non-lakeside

residents in the immediate vicinity of the storrnwater lakes. This is

purposive sampling as it applies to those residents that are situated on or

close to (within one block) of a retention pond. A systematic random

sample was then undertaken. Starting from a random point, questionnakes

were distributed to every second house along a retention pond. For

residences near (not on) retention ponds a systematic sample was also used,

however, several stafiing points were used to take into account that there

was di¡ect access or line of site to the impoundments for some homes while

others had no line of site and no immediate access.

The analysis will be essentially descriptive, describing the general

patterns found in the retention pond neighbourhoods. The descriptive

analysis involves the use of percentages of residents with yes responses

compared to those with a negative response. The analysis will examine

d.ifferences between on-lake and near-lake residents, as well as a

comparison of the different neighbourhoods.

5.2 Conceptual Base

Existing studies point to the fact that quality aesthetic and recreational

experiences which produce desired satisfactions and benefits for an

individual are largely dependent on the extent to which the attributes or

characteristics of a site moet that individuals desires and needs (Clark &.
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Stankey,1986). An understanding of what attributes give value to a place is

an important part of effective planning and management.

A number of interrelated frameworks have been developed by Clark and

Stankey (1986) in which aesthetic and recreational opportunities are

considered to consist of three components: (1) the physical-biological

setting, those qualities provided by nature; (2) the social setting, those

qualities associated with the user pattern of an area; and (3) the managerial

setting, those conditions provided by management. Consideration of the

significance of a site requires further refinement within this framework.

The attributes of a setting may also be defined in the context of a spatial

classification consisting of three general levels: (1) locational attributes, the

spatial characteristics of a site relative to the source or home site of the

individual; (2) macrosite attributes, the characteristics of the surroundings

in which the site is located; and (3) microsite attributes, site-specific

features including the biophysical, social, and managerial characteristics.

However, site characteristics must also be considered on the basis of their

function and purpose. Depending on the type of experience or recreational

activity being sought, certain site attributes are required or essential

whereas others may be supplementary. Also, some site qualities are

facilitators or attractors whereas others are constrainers or detractors

(Clark & Stankey, 1986).

Ultimately, the level of user satisfaction, or quality of aesthetic or

recreational experience, is a function of an individual's internal or personal

characteristics which determine the way in which a person perceives the
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arrributes of his or her environment. The level of satisfaction of the City

is based on reduced economic outlay while providing a variety of benefits

to the tax payers of the city. Satisfaction for the developers lies in

minimizing capitat costs and increasing the marketability of their

subdivisions. Residents are satisfîed by other factors such as the country

atmosphere, privacy, recreation, or wildlife. As stated by Bultena and

Klessig (1969) satisfaction "is a function of the degree of congruence

between aspirations and the perceived reality of experience". When

expectations are met or bettered, satisfaction results. This study will utilize

these concepts in order to examine the significance of the man-made

environment of an urban stormwater lake.

6.0 RESULTS

6.1 Results of Resident Questionnaire

Of the 250 questionnaires distributed, 136 were returned for a response

rate of 54.47o. The total number of responses from residents on retention

lakes was equalled by the response from residents near the lakes with 68

responses from each group. The number of responses per neighbourhood are

as follows: Southdale On(12), Near (14); Waverley On (16), Near (12): Garden

Grove On (12), Near (15); Linden Woods On (11), Near (15); Island Lakes On

(19), Near (10). The greatest response was from Island Lakes with a 58Vo

return rate with the lowest response from Linden Woods at 48Vo.
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The presence of the retention lake was a factor in the decision to

purchase a home for over 92Vo of the respondents living on a lake. Linden

Woods and Southdale had responses of 7007o for this question. Only 337o of

residents near retention lakes felt that the lake was a factor in the

purchase of their home. If the residents on a lake were to purchase another

home more than 92Vo said that they would look for one on a lake. More

than 45Vo of residents near a lake said that they would look for a home on

a lake.

Fewer than 50Vo of the on-lake residents of Southdale, Waverley and

Garden Grove expected to use the lakes for recreation compared to the

newer neighbourhoods of Linden Woods and Island Lakes which had higher

rates of expected use at 897o and 79Vo respectively. An average of 40Vo of

the' residents near the lakes expected to use the lakes for recreation. The

activities considered were similar for both the residents on and near the

ponds and included boating, skating, sliding, walking, and viewing of

wildlife (waterfowl). Some expected to fish and a few considered swimming

as a possible activity.

The retention ponds are considered to create a neighbourhood atmosphere

by an average of 77Vo of the residents on the ponds, while only 53Vo of

nearby residents believe that this occurs.

Atl of the Southdale and Linden Woods residents feel that they receive

some benefit from the lakes while 957o of Island Lake residents, 867o of

Waverley residents, and 73Vo of Garden Grove residents believe they benefit
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from the lakes. An average of almost 70Vo of nearby residents feel they

receive some benefit. The benefits most often cited by both residents on

and residents near are: open space, quiet, country atmosphere, scenery,

viewing of wildiife, recreation, and property value. Residents on lakes also

listed privacy as a major benefit.

The use of the lakes (times per year) by on-lake residents is almost

equally distributed between the periods outlined. Over 38Vo of these

residents use the lake from 10 to 50 times a year, while 33Vo use the lake

from 0 to 10 times yeff and less than 29Vo use it more than 50 times in

year. Over SOVo of these residents use the lakes year round with the

remaining 20Vo being equally divided between summer and winter use only.

For residents near retention lakes approximately 577o use the lakes 0 to 10

times a year, 3IVo use them 10 to 50 times a yeil and 727o use them more

than 50 times a year. Of these nearby residents 63Vo use the lakes year

round withZl%o using them only in summer and 167o using them in winter.

The provision of more recreation facilities received low responses from

Waverley at 3l7o and Southdale at 367o. Linden V/oods and Garden Grove

residents are 557o in favour of more recreation facilities while Island Lakes

is 68Vo in favour of increasing facilities. Near-lake residents we e an

average of 6L7o in favour of more facilities. More open space or park

around the lakes is desired by 33Vo of residents on lakes while nearby

residents are 67Vo in favour of more open space and park. Many near pond

residents (85Vo) would also like to have a walking path circle the pond while
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fewer on pond residents (40Vo) desire such a path. Approximately 70Vo of

those who would like a path want it maintained year round.

There is considerable range between the responses to the idea of making

the lakes more natural. Southdale is the least interested in this idea with

only 36Vo in favour, half of the Waverley residents are interested (50Vo), 58Vo

of Island Lakes residents are interested, Linden 'Woods is 78Vo in favour, and

Ga¡den Grove has the highest response with 82Vo of residents in favour of

making the lakes more natural. An average of 58Vo of nearby residents

would like the lakes to become more natural. When asked what they would

like to see more of in terrns of the lakes becoming more natural there was

little difference between residents on lakes and those nearby. The majority

of respondents (917o) would like to see more birds. The second most popular

item was natural vegetation (65Vo), particularly trees. Fewer individuals

(29Vo) want to see animals and fish.

Very few people fish in the lakes. There are only a few lakes that

actually contain fish. Less than l}Vo of either those residents on or nearby

try fishing, since most knew that there were no fish present. Any fish

caught from a few lakes were thrown back. More than 637o of residents on

lakes want them stocked with fish and 56Vo of nearby residents also desire

stocking the lakes with fish.

Walking was the most popular activity with the highest participation rare

over the course of a year. Cycling and tobaganning were the next most

popular activities followed by canoeing, joggrng and ice skating. Other
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activities with lower participation rates include cross country skiing, bìrd

watching and windsurfing. One respondent also included sex in this list.

When asked to list the problems they found concerning retention lakes

there were similarities and differences between on-lake residents and near-

lake residents. Similar responses included water quality (weeds, algae,

litter), poor maintenance, poor or no landscaping, excessive dog excrement

and, of lesser mention, odour, insects, vandalism, low water levels,

snowmobiling, no ice clearing and safety. Residents on lakes complained of

trespassing while nearby residents listed lack of public access.

Almost 90Vo of residents on retention iakes know that the lakes are used

for storage of urban runoff. This is known by 67Vo of residents that do not

live on lakes. However, nearly 4OVo of all residents do not know that urban

runoff is polluted.

Many Waverley on-lake residents believe there are maintenance problems

and water quality problems with their lakes, with responses of 75Vo and 88Vo

respectively. Roughly half of Linden Woods and Island Lakes on-lake

residents feel there are maintenance and water probiems, but only 27Vo of

both Southdale and Ga¡den Grove residents feel that such problems exist.

Of the nearby residents, 23Vo think that there is a maintenance problem and

39Vo feel that there is a problem with water quality. When asked to identify

problem areas most respondents listed murky water, algae, weeds, and

garbage as the major problems. Problems of lesser importance included

insects, odour, and safety.
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When asked who should manage the lakes, the City was the most common

response for the public areas and the owners of private property must look

after their own lots. Other lesponses included developers and still others

believe that the local neighbourhood should manage the lakes and public

space. In just about every case the respondents felt that the city should be

responsible for maintenance.

Almost every resident on a retention take (98Vo) believes that the pond

economically enhances the value of their home, while 67Vo of residents near

retention lakes feel that the value of their home is enhanced. Of the

residents who live on lakes, all of the Linden Woods residents would, or

have, spent $10,000 or more to live on a storrnwater lake compared to

nearby residents. 73Vo of southdale residents would spend $10,000 or mole,

SBV, of Island Lakes residents, 37Vo of the residents in Waverley, and lSVo of

residents in Garden Grove would pay $10,000 or more to live on a lake. An

average of 217o of on-lake residents would spend between $5,000 and

g10,000, Z¡Vo from 0 ro $5,000, and 3Vo would not be willing to spend more.

For residents who plesently live near a retention pond, I6Vo would spend

$10,000 or more, 25Vo would spend between $5,000 and $10,000, 22Vo would

spend between 0 and $5,000, and 37Vo would not spend anything more to live

on a pond.

The number

ranges from

interested in

of residents witling to pay a fee for increased maintenance

447o to 827o. Residents from Linden Woods are the least

paying such a fee (447o), while 827o of the residents of
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Southdale would be willing to pay for better maintenance. Island Lakes is

the next highest with 747o of residents willing to pay, then Waverley

residents at 56Vo and Garden Grove at 467o. An average of 407o of near-lake

residents wouid be willing to pay a fee. Of the on lake residents, most of

those that replied noted that their high taxes should cover such expenses.

Virtually all residents agree with the City by-law that no motor boats be

allowed. Onty one resident disagreed. Most residents (927o) feel that

windsurfing should be allowed. Residents also tend to agree with the rule

against swimming (68Vo), but noted that they would like to be able to swim.

6.LL General Comments of Residents

Approximately 30Vo of the respondents added comments to their returned

questionnaires. The comments ranged in length from one sentence to two

page expositions, some with design drawings included. The comments from

residents on the lakes were quite similar in many instances. These

comments and the diagram can be found in Appendix D. The on lake

comments were different from the near lake comments which were

themselves also quite similar.

Most of the comments from the on lake residents referred to the country

or park-like atmosphere of living on a body of water. Open space, privacy

and wildlife are the reasons for the relaxed feeling that the residents

enjoy. There is a feeling of being out of the city. One resident stated that

"it's like a cottage and a home in one". Many also feel that the lakes act
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as a focal point of activity for the iocal area creating a sense of

community. Virtually all of the residents, whether in the questionnaire or in

their coûrments, expressed their enjoyment in observing the waterfowl

attracted to the lakes. It v/as acknowledged by several respondents that

such advantages far outweigh any negative aspects.

However, much of the content of the commentary was on the problems

that the residents encounter. The most cornmon criticism was the lack of

maintenance, in particular lawn mowing and watering, and algae control.

Residents mentioned that lawns along public access paths and in public

areas are generally unkempt and brown. Weeds both in public areas and in

the water seem to receive little attention. As water levels drop in late

summer the ponds tend to be stagnant with an abundance of algae.

ReSidents would like to see cleaner wate , maintained at a minimum level.

Another common complaint concerns the lack of landscaping. Most of the

open space is considered to be too barren with only a few stick trees

which usually die. Residents would like to see mo e trees and shrubs,

flowers and benches.

The volume of dog excrement in public areas is seen by several residents

to be the greatest problem. People return day after day to 'walk' their

dogs. They do not remove the feces and rcturn to walk through the same

area. These people then bring their children to play a¡ound the lake.

Residents are disinclined to walk in these public areas since every step
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must be watched closely. There is a lack of signs and no enforcement of

leash laws.

Another aÍea of concern voiced by residents on the lakes is the amount

of trespassing that occurs. Children in particular are found to disregard

property boundaries and may even play on residents docks. Private yards

next to public access paths and open space are very susceptible to trespass

and vandalism.

Winter maintenance is found by several residents to be iacking. They

would iike paths to be cleared for walking and the ice to cleared for

skating. Some takes do have areas clea¡ed for skating, however, this varies

from one City Disrrict to another. A couple of residents stated that they do

not want the lakes to be cleared for skating since it would mean that there

would be a bunch of kids playing in 'their' backyard.

Many residents would like to see the lakes stocked with fish as it

provides children with another activity that would keep them close to home.

Again some residents don't want fishing as it may increase use of the

lakes, discourage waterfowl, and allow thieves to case out homes in the

afea.

Comments provided by residents living near but not on the retention

lakes are quite similar to on-lake residents. They enjoy the relaxed

atmosphere and the wildlife. Most of these respondents commented on the

lack of landscaping which could greatly increase the appeal of the public
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open space. These neaÍ lake residents want more trees, shrubs and flowers

as well as benches to sit and observe. Maintenance, the lack of it' was also

a common complaint. The only differing problem from on-lake residents is

the limited access to public afeas. Some residents while they only live

across the street from a lake must walk two blocks to obtain access'

6.2 Results of Informal Interviews

Informal interviews were conducted

City's Waterworks, 'Waste and Disposal

Parks and Recreation. These interviews

they represent the City's point of view'

with several individuals from the

Department and one individual from

will be addressed collectivelY as

The gleatest concern that the city has concerning retention lakes is

safety. There have been th¡ee drownings in the twenty four years that the

lakes have been in use. Any drowning can cause an outcry by some

residents to fence in the lakes. This is obviously unacceptable as it would

destroy any aesthetic and recreational values and would also cost an

exorbitant amount. In addition, fences would prevent or slow the rescue of

children in trouble.

The City has taken measures in the guidelines to reduce risks to the

public. one guideline is the use of gentle slopes of 7:1 which makes for

shallow water well out into the lake. However, one drawback is that

shallow water heats rapidly in the summer and promotes algae glowth'

Coarse angular revotment rocks also reduce the amount of play on the
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shoreline since the rocks are difficult to walk on. Another factor which

reduces safety risks is the discouraging of active recreation on or in the

lakes. This includes a ban on swimming and windsurfing. Although these

activities are banned because of water quality problems, not all lakes have

unacceptable quality levels. The City does not promote activities which

increase on-water traffic, such as canoeing lessons. Any such activities are

carried out through organizations such as Boy Scouts, who are then

responsible for their members. The City does, however, recognize that the

ability to utilize impoundments for recreation is important to their success.

Impoundments are not nearly as dangerous as the rivers with their steep

banks and swift flowing water. Chitdren are the responsibility of the

parents and it is the parents who must warn and educate their children as

to the dangers.

Increasing maintenance costs are also of concern to the City. Although

capital costs are generally reduced through the use of impoundments

maintenance costs are far greater. The City guidelines for stoñnwater

management state that 50Vo of a lakes perimeter must remain public. The

City would like to reduce public open space to 25Vo of a lakes perimerer,

and developers concur. This would reduce maintenance costs for lawn

cutting and litter removal and would increase the number of homes on the

lakes, thus increasing tax revenue for the City. Developers like to include

such features as fountains or bridges in their subdivisions as symbols and

attractors. The City does not like such features because of the fact rhat

the maintenance costs are very high (eg. waterproof lighting, fountain

nozzles, winter removal). This is particularly relevant today as developers
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are t ying to outdo one another by adding attractors or symbols to their

subdivisions.

Since impoundments were first used in Winnipeg in 1965, there has been

the development of guidelines for their use with subsequent changes in

these guidelines since thei¡ inception. Perhaps the most noticeable feature

is the evolution of the revetment. Originally lake edges received no

revetment or had only sand dumped at the water¡and interface. Untreated

and sand edges were quickty eroded by wind a¡d wave action leaving muddy

ground or requiring regular replacement of sand. The next step was to use

small cobble stones overlying a cloth textured mat in order to maintain an

edge and reduce weed gowth. But, problems alose due to rebound. of the

underlying clay caused by removal of the overburden and swelling of the

now exposed clays with water. The result was warping of the revetment and

exposing of the mat. The action of freezing and thawing added ro this

problem. The City now requires that coarse angular crushed. granite of

22.5cm diameter be used. This reduces warping, does not wash down and is

harder for children to throw in the lakes, although this still occurs. One

resident complaining about the lack of rocks on his shore was found to be

using the rocks for a rock garden. one of the problems with changing

guidelines is that older retention lakes not having revetments or having the

older style of edging now want revetments installed that are similar to the

new subdivisions.

The city also has ro deal with the building of strucrues

the normal water line. Prior to 1975 there were no controls

down to or on

on development
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down to the water line. Since I975 policy allows for control of building

around lakes through the registration of a caveat prohibiting structures

below the high water iine. Caveats vary from one area to another because

each development has a separate caveat and there is no mechanism to

enforce the long-term conditions of the caveats. In many instances fences,

retaining walls, and other structures have been constructed down to the

normal waterline. These structures are subject to inundation and create a

dissimilar shoreline appearance reducing aesthetics. In addition, these yard

treatments may lead to slope instability and baxk failure. The City may

become aware of construction after the act when it is difficult to demand

removal of a structure or may choose to ignore any such construction in

order to maintain good standing with the residents. However, if residents

build contrary to City guidelines while the development is srill under

warranty to the developer, then it is the developers problem and may

prevent acceptance of the subdivision by the City.

The City is frequently called upon by residents ro kill weed.s and algae,

eliminate nuisance animals such as muskrats, catch dogs chasing geese,

repair fountains, and a variety of other problems. Some of the problems are

the responsibility of developers while others cannot be controlled by the

City. The City must work with the resources that is has, which includes a

limited number of employees entrusted with the care and maintenance of

the impoundments and the pubtic space around them.

Other questions asked or topics discussed have been addressed in previous
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sections of this report and wilt not be repeated here. This also applies to

the following interviews with developers.

Developers have their own priorities when discussing the benefits

associated with retention lakes. While one developer felt that economic

considerations were the most important followed by aesthetics then

marketing another believes that marketing is the primary concern. But, it is

difficult to really separate the three aforementioned factors since each one

has such a strong effect on the other two.

The main concerns of developers are the amount of public space required

for each lake and the City's system of dealing with impoundment

developments. Developers want to reduce the amount of public space

required in order to provide a greater number of lots on the lakes. This not

only increases revenue to the developers, but also reduces litter, vandalism

and maintenance of the public areas resulting in a well maintained

neighbourhood, since private orvners take better care of their property. The

increased tax obtained from lake lots also benefits the City. Developers feel

that the increased rax received by the City should be adjusted to

compensate for the maintenance required by lake subdivisions. But the City

does not differentiate between lake and non-lake neighbourhoods in terrns

of taxes received and there are no adjustments for more maintenance where

higher taxes are paid. Developers also believe that increased property values

of retention lake subdivisions and their greater tax revenue should

compensate for increased maintenance required for fountains and other

marketing features.
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7.0 DISCUSSION

7.1 Questionnaire Results

The response rate to the questionnafe was less than anticipated. Only

54.4 Vo of the residents which received questionnaires returned them. It was

hoped that at least 60Vo of the questionnaires would be returned. The most

surprising feature of the questionnaire is that the on-lake resident response

rates were equalled by that of the near-lake residents. Residents living on

retention lakes were expected to have a higher response rate since the

presence of the lakes was a factor in over 90Vo of their purchases. In

addition on-lake residents often view the lakes as being 'their' lakes and

therefore the lakes should be more important to them than to nearby

residents. It is evident, however, that the lakes are truly a neighbourhood

feature and not the exclusive domain of on-lake residents.

7.11 Resident Perceptions

The retention lake was an attractor for almost all of the people who

purchased homes on them. The idea of living on a lake appeals to most

people. Some residents stated that although rhey purchased the house

because it was a good buy they have grown to love the location (on a

retention lake) and the amenities associated with such a location. While

fewer nea¡-lake residents purchased homes because of the presence of the

lake they still enjoy being close-by and almost half of these residents

would look for a home on a pond as their next purchase.
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Recreation on the lakes was not as important as the aesthetic values of

the lakes. Passive non-p¿ìrticipatory recreation such as walking and wildlife

viewing are the most common types of recreation and are closely linked

with aesthetic qualities such as open space scenery, country atmosphere,

calm and quiet. These features are valued by residents more than active

participatory sports and activities which usually attract more people, ¿re

generally noisy, and disturb wildlife.

Almost all of the on-lake residents believe that they receive some benefit

from the lakes. The benefits being the aforementioned aestheric and

recreation values, as well as greater privacy and property values. The

perception of privacy is interesting since a body of water does not provide

a visual ba¡rier and any voices or noises carry easily across the water. A
majority of near-lake residents also feel they receive benefits and most of

these residents use the lakes at least 10 times, throughout the year.

Virtually all of the on-lake residents realize that the lake economically

enhances the value of their home and more than half of the nearby

residents feel the same way. Greater than half of the on-lake residents

were wiiling to, or did, spend an extra $10,000 or more for a home on a

retention lake. This va¡ies from neighbourhood to neighbourhood according

to the quality and therefore the price of the residences in that

neighbourhood. More Linden V/oods resid.ents were willing ro pay $10,000 or

more because Linden V/oods real estate is of higher value. Ga¡den Grove, on

the other hand, has relatively low priced housing and therefore fewer

residents that would be wilting to spend $10,000 or more to live on a lake.
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A greater number of near-lake residents compared to on-lake residents

would like to have more open space and park, and recreation facilities

provided. The near-lake residents would also like walking paths to

completely circle the lakes. Some lakes have this feature, but most have a

path only along one side of the lake. Fewer on-lake residents, as expected,

want more facilities, open space, or walking paths. These features would

¡educe their privacy and increase use of the lake and its open space

reducing or eliminating the calm atmosphere which currently prevails, as

well as frightening wildlife. While nearby residents want more access to the

lakes on-lake residents are concerned about their privacy and wish to

maintain the serenity of the lakes.

There were some differences evident between the older and the newer

retention lake neighbourhoods. A greater percentage of residents of the

newer subdivisions expected to use the retention lakes for more recreation

than the residents of older neighbourhoods. This same trend applies ro the

provision of recreation facilities with the newer subdivisions having a

higher percentage of residents in favour of more facilities compared to the

older areas. Perhaps residents of older lake subdivisions have lived on the

impoundments longer and have a greater appreciation of the peace and quiet

that is found on lakes. Residents of the newer subdivisions have higher

lecreation expectations and may be younger, leading a more active lifestyle.

In addition, developers and thei¡ marketing strategies expound the

recreation functions of the lakes and thereby raise the recreation

expectations of new and potential residents.
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Garden Grove and Linden Woods residents are the most interested in

making the lakes more natural. Southdale residents were the least

interested. Figure 8 shows the mature vegetation around a lake in

Southdale. The Ga¡den Grove area, and in particular the open space around

the lakes, is almost devoid of vegetation except for grass. Even resident's

yards have few trees or shrubs. It is most likely due to this barren

landscape that residents desire a more naturalized environment. An area

such as Southdale is older and most resident's yards have more established

trees and sh¡ubs. In addition, Southdale has fountains which attract the

eye. Garden Grove has no such attractor. Other neighbourhoods such as

Waverley, which has fountains and some trees, or Island lakes with its

bridges and more extensive lake system, have attractors. Linden Woods

residents probably expect more since they paid more for their homes. Some

of Linden Woods is still under construction and trees are not fulty

established and residents may want to see a more mature environment.

Residents particularly enjoy the presence of waterfowl and would like to

see more of them. Perhaps the few nesting islands provided by Ducks

Unlimited will gradually become accepted by the birds and more geese and

ducks will remain on the lakes throughout the surnmer. If such nesting sites

are successful then more sites could be established. However, it requires

more than nesting sites to provide a habitat suitable for waterfowl. Food

and cover are also important. Therefore, barren lakeshore surrounding a

lake devoid of vegetation is not a good spot to establish a nesting site.
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Residents would also like to see more species of passerine birds. These

song and garden birds also require suitable habitat for nesting, cover and

food. Vegetative diversity is important in providing such a habitat. Many

residents are interested in having more natural vegetation around and in

the lakes. There are also many residents that, while they want to see more

birds, do not want native vegetation. Aside from increasing the visual

diversity from a baren 'lawnscape', native vegetation provides habitat for

birds and animals.

More than half of all residents would like the lakes stocked with fish.

Some of the deeper lakes have larger fish, but most of the lakes don't have

fish or if they do the species are too small for sport fishing. There are

several problems in stocking the lakes with fish. Fish require a sufficient

supply of oxygen, food, relatively clean water and water temperatures which

are not too high. Shallow lakes can become very warm during the summer

months and warm water cannot retain very much oxygen while the warm

water gfeatly stresses the fish. If the water contains toxins, as many

impoundments do, then the increased respiration of the fish in warm water

results in a greater uptake of the toxins. If the lakes are treated to reduce

algae the problem is compounded by the algicide and the destruction of the

fish's food. In addition, most fish would not survive the winter. Under ice

cover oxygen can not be replenished and is actually depleted by

decomposition at the lake bottom. The result is winterkill unless some

method of aeration is used, otherwise the fish would have to be restocked

each spring in lakes of insufficient depth.
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Figure 8. Mature vegetation in private residences at southdare.
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Residents would also like to see more species of passerine birds. These

song and garden birds also require suitable habitat for nesting, cover and

food. Vegetative diversity is important in providing such a habitat. Many

residents are interested in having more natural vegetation around and in

the lakes. There are also many residents that, while they want to see more

birds, do not want native vegetation. Aside from increasing the visual

diversity from a barren 'lawnscape', native vegetation provides habitat for

birds and animals.

More than half of all residents would tike the lakes stocked with fish.

Some of the deeper lakes have larger fish, but most of the lakes don't have

fish or if they do the species are too small for sporr fishing. There are

several problems in stocking the lakes with fish. Fish require a sufficient

supþly of oxygen, food, relatively clean water and water temperatures which

are not too high. Shallow lakes can become very wa-rm during the surnmer

months and warm water cannot retain very much oxygen while the warm

water greatly stresses the fish. If the water contains toxins, as many

impoundments do, then the increased respiration of the fish in warm water

results in a greater uptake of the toxins. If the lakes are treated to red.uce

algae the problem is compounded by the algicide and the destruction of the

fish's food. In addition, most fish would not survive the winter. Under ice

cover oxygen can not be replenished and is actually depleted by

decomposition at the lake bottom. The result is winterkill unless some

method of aeration is used, otherwise the fish would have to be restocked

each spring in lakes of insufflcient depth.
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The problems cited by residents are simila¡ to those found in the

literature. The problems of greatest concern are: water quality, including

algal growth, weeds and litter; lack of maintenance; poor or absent

landscaping; and excessive dog feces in public areas. Other problems of

lesser concern are: odour, vandalism, insects, safety, low water levels,

snowmobiling, no ice clea¡ance, trespass, and public access.

Water quality is the greatest problem because of the visual aspects of

algae growth and scum, and because residents would like to be able to have

more di¡ect contact with the water, such as swimming. The lake, and

therefore the water, is the focus of the area and anything which detracts

from the aesthetic appeal of the lake is a problem. The growth of algae

gives the water a soupy appea-rance and when it dies and decomposes

produces odours. Water is also a source of much recreational activity, and

to not use the water to its potential is disappointing.

Water quality problems are also due to expectations. Residents expect the

lakes to be lakes not sloughs and any time the lakes are more like a slough

than a lake, residents feel there's a problem. This is evident in the

responses from the various neighbourhoods. The newer subdivisions have

residents with higher expectations than the older established subdivisions.

Again this is due mostly to marketing. Newer residents do not expect algae

blooms and weed growth and when they occur the residents feel that

there's a problem. Another possibiliry is that there is higher nutrient

loading in the newer lakes leading to greater plant growth, but this would
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have to be examined funher and existing data is insufficient to reach a

conclusion.

Many residents do not know that urban runoff is usually polluted. Some

parents allow their children to play along the edge of the warer and

wonder why swimming is not allowed. Mary respondents want more

information on the lakes, especially in regard to why certain activities are

not allowed and why certain things are done or not done. Residents have

been known to remove water from the impoundments for watering lawns,

shrubs and flowers. If the lakes have been treated with chemicals to kill

weeds the water will also kill terrestrial plants.

Maintenance is seen as a major problem. Whether it involves lawn and

weed cutting, litter collection, or water treatment for algae, maintenance is

generally seen as being inadequate. With over 60 lakes in the City two

crews doing one lake per day would require 6 weeks before returning to the

same area. This is just a hypothetical example, but it gives an idea of time

required to cover all the City's lakes. The City must examine means of

reducing the amount of maintenance the lakes and the open space require

while increasing their efficiency.

The severity of maintenance problems is reflected in the willingness of

more than half of the on-lake residents to pay a fee for improved

maintenance. Just under hatf of nearby residents would be willing to pay

such a fee since their benefit would be less apparent due to their proximity

to the lakes and the fact the on-lake residents would benefit more. Even
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though high raxes are already paid by on-lake residents they

even more for better maintenance. This is an indication of the

residents place on the aesthetics of the lakes in addition to
higher lot values.

would pay

value that

the already

Landscaping of lakeshore and public areas is also in need of change. Most

open space around lakes are barren consisting of lawn which is often brown

and few, if ilY, trees, shrubs, or flowers. The landscape resource, or scenic

resource' is a composition of five elements. These are: the earth, the water,

the plants, the animals, and the sky (Litton et al., lg74). water in itself is
a visual resource but it must be linked to other elements. The

aforementioned elements have an infinite set of combinations and variations.

However, the outcome is related to the fact that planning and management

decisions lead to physical changes that will eventually be seen in the

landscape. It is insufficient to base the scenic resources of an area on only

one of the elements.

It is the developers responsibility to landscape the open space in their

subdivisions and in order ro keep costs low landscaping is kept to a

minimum. The City could require that a certain amount of landscaping take

place, but the city also likes open areas that are easy to cut. proper

landscaping could reduce long-term maintenance requirements, reducing

costs to the City while improving the level of mainrenance. This will be

discussed further in sections 7.32 and,7.33.
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Dog excrement in the public areas of impoundments appears to be a

common problem. There a.re leash laws in the City, but they seem to be

ignored by many dog owners. Greater enforcement of the by-law should be

encouraged, however with 60 lake areas and numerous other parks

throughout the city, policing is limited. Highly visible signs a.re needed

which outline restricted activities both in and around retention lakes. A

public a,rea covered with dog feces is clearly not an area that is enjoyable

to walk, sit or play on. This type of problem robs everyone of the pleasure

of using the open space.

One surprising feature of the questionnaire was that there was no

significant difference between the numbers of responses by the on-lake and

near-lake residents. Although response rates were similar for each group, it

was felt that on-lake residents would have a much sûonger response or

that near-lake residents would have less interest in the lakes. It is now

clear that the lakes serve an important function for not only residents

living on the lake itself, but also for those residents that rive nearby.

7.2The Need for Natural Open Space in Urban Areas

Access to natural open space is a central value in modern society. The

desirability of living near attractive land at the same time that one is close

to other people is a feature of the modern urban temper (Kornblum, l9g1).

It is a value duality that explains much of the ecology of modern

metropolitan growth. Given the means, some people choose a dweiling with

an expansive view, others chose to live along water, or in a secluded grove
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of trees, or within sight of an open landscape. Not everyone can choose

such a site due to income or space considerations. These people invariably

list access to public parks and open space as a primary value in defining

the quality of their lives. Attitude polts that seek ro determine the cultural

preferences of the public find that parks and open spaces are assigned a

high value regardless of class and status differences (Kornblum, 1981).

The need for natural or semi-natural landscapes far removed from housing

areas is widely accepted. Nature is seen as a feature of weekends, holidays,

and the countryside. It is rarely thought of as a normal and essential

element of the home environment. The reason for this is generally held to

be that free growing naturai vegetation is architecturally or aesthetically

inappropriate to an urban or suburban setting where hard formality and

gardenesque landscapes a.re considered the nonn (Tregay &. Gustavsson,

1983). It is also thought that nature-like landscapes are nor able to

withstand intensive wear.

These beliefs must be questioned. If contact with nature is as important

as stated in the literature, then it must be preserved or created in or

around the housing environment. It is not enough to achieve nature-like

landscapes at arm's length, a car trip away. children, in particular, are

affected by even a small distance barrier which can be sufficient ro remove

nature from the local area and from experience (Tregay &. Gustavsson,

1983). The near landscape is where children are raised and creares feelings

that are carried into the future. The importance of the neil home
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envhonment cannot be stressed enough as it is within

experience of all ages.

the immediate

Studies involving individual interviews and group discussions have shown

how and in what way urban dwellers benefit from contact with natural

areas. The studies were done in Britain on projects involving the conversion

of wasteland and vacant land into natural parks. The projects studied

appealed to people with widely varied interests, ages and personalities.

Involvement in the projects ted to feelings of pride and achievement,

learning new skills, increased awareness of local history, getting to know

people better, deveioping a team and community spirit and increased levels

of responsibility in individuals @mery, 1986). people parricipating in the

projects enjoyed the physical exercise and felt that they were able to

"rräp" 
from the city environment and get back to nature.

In terrns of educational benefits, first hand experience is one of the best

ways to learn, regardless of age. Especially for children, contact with

nature or with natural elements may be of great importance (Laurie, IgTg).

They may come to a better understanding of the complexities of nature and

so be better equipped as adults to solve the problems of natural resource

development. There are indications that interaction with the natural

envi¡onment enhances physical development and intellectual and social

competence (Leedy et aI.,1978). By creating areas of more natural

greenspace in the city, students of all ages can come into contact with wild

plants and animals. By observing living organisms in their wild habitats,

rather than in a cage, museum or classroom, students can begin to
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appreciate the beauty and complexities of growth, behaviour, competirion,

and changes in time that occur from night to day and from season to

season. When involved with informal greenspace, children were found to
exhibit high levels of invenriveness in play (Emery, 19g6). In addition,

nature in the city provides sites for field trips as opposed to the more

expensive country outings and does not produce an environmental culture

shock which may affect some children.

Mankind is simplifying the natural environment: the diversity of nature,

its very sftength, is being undermined. by human intrusion into the

biological landscape with large scale agriculture and expansive housing

developments (Jaakson and Diamond, 1981). Intensive agriculture is placing

increasing pressure on the conservation of plants and animals in the

countryside. Modern technology has provided farmers with larger machinery

and sophisticated agrochemicals to increase productivity. Meadows full of
hundreds of va¡ieties of plant and animal life are being plowed and replaced

with monocultures, woodlots are being cleared, and wetlands are being

drained and ploughed under. Compare this to the situation in our towns and

cities. More recently these urban areas have become cleaner since more of
the domestic a¡d industrial pollution has been reduced or treated. The

attitude of the urban popuration has changed as people have become

increasingly aware of the need for clean ak and water and increasingly

sympathetic to wild creatures. Therefore, while the numbers of wild plants

and animals have generally increased in the cities, they are in decline in
the countryside @mery, 1986).
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From the smallest urban or suburban backyards to the large regional

park, the provision of diverse vegetation habitats assures people of greater

enjoyment of their surroundings both aesthetically and functionally (Jaakson

and Diamond, 1981). For example, a variety of rrees and shrubs which

flower, fruit, and change leaf colour with the seasons provide a heightened

recreational experience and educational opportunity for the participant.

Planting of deciduous trees can provide shade in surlmer or allow the sun

to pass through in winter, while evergreen trees can provide wind screening

year round. Diverse plantings have a greater chance of survival should

btight or disease occur, while single species plantings or monocultures are

subject to eradication, making complete replanting necessary. Additionally,

diverse environments assure shelter for a wide range of desireable wildlife

species, including birds and small animals.

In a comparison of the plants and animals found in an untouched vacant

lot and those present in a landscaped residential yard or city park, it is

evident, even to the untrained eye, that the vacant lot generally has a fa¡

greater floral and faunal diversity than either the yard or the park. Yet all

efforts are directed toward maintaining trimmed and neat landscapes and

suppressing the gowth of wild plants. The rehabilitation of the wild. or

dereiict sites involves reducing diversity rather than enhancing it. A natu¡al

site, which may have grown up on a vacant lot over the years, may be

composed of over one hundred different type of plants. A landscaped yard

or park generally has fewer than ten species of plants. Far more energy

and cost is expended on the nurnrred landscape which may attract a few

species of birds and suppoÍs no wildtife. Whereas the untouched site may
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attract many dozens of species of birds and support a variety of wildlife.

Hough (1984) believes that the formal city landscape, imposed over an

original natural diversity, is the one that is in urgent need of

rehabilitation.

It is unrealistic to think that there can be a complete conversion from

manicured areas to natural areas. The needs of different 8Foups and

individuals are diverse and the emphasis must be on successfully combining

the two types of landscaping. By providing residents with both manicured.

and natural areas, the needs of diverse groups or ind.ividuals are more

closely met.

7.3 Design Considerations

7.31 Recreation and Population Trends

The age composition of canada's population is changing. The baby

boom generation is aging. As the butk of the population ages, the age

related requirements of that population also change. In the future there

may be less demand for sports grounds than for walking and cycling trails

and for sitting and contemplation. Constraints on older and retired people,

such as fixed incomes or loss of driving ability, will result in gïeater use

of urban natural areas (Jaakson and Diamond, 1981). Reti¡ed people have

ample free time and the frequency and duration of their use of such sites

may be high. The design of urban natural environments should facilitate use

by older people by incorporating transit access points, trails with moderate

grades and fewer stats, frequently spaced rest areas, and sheltered spots
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for protection from the elements. Passive recreation will be a major pastime

involving bird watching, people watching and contemplation of nature.

Changing age composition is not the only population cha¡acteristic that

will influence the use of natural environments in the cities in the future.

Education levels are changing, a larger percentage of the population now

has a post secondary education. Schools are placing more emphasis on

leisure education and train people to acquire life skills which are the

recreation and leisure time activities that can be pursued. throughout life

(Jaakson, 1977). Due to increasing environmental concern and a growing

awareness of ecology and pollution, people may be expected to use urban

natural areas for more nature contemplation, btd watching and other nature

oriented activities.

Occupations are also changing and more people will likely have work

which isolates them from nature. These people will then seek to contrast

their work envi¡onment through leisure activities in the outdoors. It is also

generally accepted that in the future there will be more free time (Jaakson,

1977). Shorter working hours would mean that people have more time to
spend at home, leading to increased use of nearby natural areas. Such users

will be disenchanted with deteriorated and poorly managed narural

environments, and will be quite vocal with their disapproval.

Stormwater lakes and their surounding public space must be designed

with diversity in mind. Many lakes are longer than they are wide with

public access areas at each end of the lake. One end of the lake could then
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be designed to attract witdlife and be considered the passive area while the

other end of the lake may provide facilities for active recreation, such as a

playground or ball diamond. This would vary with each lake and depend on

the proximity of existing recreation sites and on what residents desi¡e for

the lake area. If playing fields and playgrounds are close to, but not beside

the lakes then residents may prefer to have the entire lake public space as

passive.

7.32 Reduced Maintenance

The major probtem park commissioners face is that they a-re invariably at

the bottom of the budgetary totem pole. When cut-backs occur, the parks

departments are often the first to have their budgets reduced. They are

foròed to try and do more with less which does not often increase the

pleasure of city living. A natural tendency is to cut down commitments in

an attempt to more closely match resources (Heckscher, 1gg1). But you

cannot run a parks department in a manner similar to other businesses, you

cannot eliminate those that do not attract a sufficient clientele.

The greatest cost incurred through the use of storrnwater lakes, after

their construction, is that of the ongoing maintenance required fo¡ the 10m

of public space. The approximate cost for the operation and maintenance of
the grounds and impoundments in V/innipeg is $250,000/year for 60 lakes. Of
this amount, 68Vo or $170,000/year is for grass cutting in the impoundment

area, this includes labour, services and supplies. By reducing the area

requiring grass cutting by 50Vo the City would reduce expenditures by
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$85,000 each year, if the grass was replaced by maintenance free plants.

But, this does not mean that only half of the lawn should be cut. It
involves a change in the established management practices, a change which

allows areas to be designed for more naturally diverse, freer growing

meadows and flower rich grasslands.

Conventional maintenance deals with landscape as a static form, keeping

the design as close as possible to the designers sketches. This requires a

large arsenal of mowing equipment, leaf vacuums, fertilizer spreaders,

herbicide and pesticide sprayers, and pruning shears to keep the plants

under control. The maintenance regime requires high energy and resources

and aims to achieve standa¡dized results. This type of maintenance is not

necessa-ry for most sites and should be discouraged.

7.33 Vegetation

Probably the most pervasive element of the cultivated landscape is the

lawn. Lawns are everywhere and are maintained by a mowing machine which

dictates the appearance of much of the urban scene. The mowing regime

generally continues unintemrpted around and under trees and other

obstacles, defying any environmental va¡iations. Ed.ges are alt trimmed and

defined, and no intrusions are tolerated. A high level of turf maintenance is

required. Lawns are a high cost, high energy ground covering which

produces the least diversity for the most effort (Hough, 19g4).
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There are simple ways of producing a diverse landscape through the use

of an ecological approach to management processes. One alternative is a

less intensive use of lawnmowers to permit plant diversity and wildlife

habitat to become an objective. A study cited by Hough (1984) found rhar

by leaving areas of grassland unmown during the sununer months, a far

greater diversity of birds was attracted in a short time. In addition, the

numbers of species of exotic nuisance birds, such as starling and house

spalrow, was reduced and the number of grassland species such as bobolink

increased.

Visually, the combination of rough and fine grass can create a complexity

and variety in the landscape that extensive mowing could never achieve.

Many of the problems with unmown areas are perceptual. There is an image

of neglect and abandonment of responsibility. But, the creation of well

designed edges can establish a sense of purpose and design intent.

Much of the sea of waving grasses that once covered the North American

mid-continental prairie has been plowed under for agriculture except for

relnnant fragments along stream courses or railroad tracks. In Chicago

researchers are attempting to reintroduce prairie ecology (Barlow, 19g l).

Native grass and forb seed has been collected, sown, planted and weeded

until true prairie ecotypes are formed. Other conservation districts in the

area have also attempted to reintroduce native species of plants by seed.ing

a-reas with mixtures of nativs grasses and forbs. In Madison, Wisconsin,

landscape architects are using an urban wilds approach to landscape design.
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They have used prairie vegetation and prairie edge trees and shrubs in

plantings for a park in the centre of Madison (Barlow, 19g1).

Within the field of landscape design there has

style involving the replication, within urban

communities of various types usually associated

seemingly artless kind of landscape planning

sophisticated and scientific ecological reord.ering

which, unlike traditional gardens, appears to be

rather than works of horticulture (Barlow, 1981).

been the evolution of a

areas, of natural plant

with wild nature. This

is in fact a highty

to produce landscapes

spontaneous and fortuitous

Trees are of significant value in many sectors of the naturalized

envi¡onment of the city. Trees are one of the most visible and tangible

elements of nature in the twentieth century city (Laurie, lgTg). 'Whether

trees are found along streets, in parks and plazas, or in residents yards,

they present potential for improving the quality of both city living and the

natural environment of cities. Trees are a natural element which are easily

related to within the often stark and monolithic cityscape. They can screen

urban envi¡onmental elements from our overstimulated senses and can be

used to separate visually and or functionally incompatible land uses. Trees

can help to moderate the extremes that exist in city microclimates, aid in
the conservation and management of soil and water resources, and be used

as natural filters and buffers to regulate dust, noise and glare in the urban

atmosphere (Laurie, 1979). In addition, trees provide food, cover, and

breeding areas for birds and small mammals that not only improve the
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diversity and quality of the naturalized environment but also increase the

opportunity for people to interact with nature in the city.

variety may be encouraged through seeding and planting programs. In

recent years techniques have been devised for the transplanting of mature

trees, thus allowing an apparently mature system to be created in a short

time (Gill and Bonnet, 1973). Seeds or saplings for urban planting should be

drawn from local populations in order to maximize their chances of

establishment. Plantings should be mixed, with different species of both

deciduous and coniferous forms (USDA, 1969). The planting of different

species ensures that cover will be available throughout the year in all

seasons. The increase in vegetation diversity and stratification can bring

about an automatic and complementary enhancement of animal variety,

especially if indigenous plant species are used.

Many of the basic principles for creating naturally diverse grasslands and

sh¡ub areas turn upside down the accepted techniques for establishing

playing fields or lawns. This is because the objectives and ecology are so

different.

Diverse shrub and meadow usually vary in pattern, texture and height

over a given area, and these characteristics will change from season to

season. A wide range of species is typically found., its composition probably

varying from yeil to year, partly due to environmental influences and

partly to the inbuilt dynamics of natural succession. These areas wil
support a variery of wildlife which add to the diversity.
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Due to the large number of retention ponds in the City of Winnipeg a

very large crew of maintenance personnel would be requhed in order to

adequately cover alt sites. At the present time one of the major complaints

by residents is the lack of maintenance, particularly lawn cutting and litter

collection. The introduction of native trees and shrubs, and the seeding of

certain areas with prairie grasses left to grow naturally, could geatly

reduce the total amount of lawn requiring cutting. Figure 9 shows an area

in Linden Woods where the small patch of grass bounded by the trees and

shrubs could easily be removed and replaced by more diverse plantings of

other trees and more shrubs. Such areas could be expanded and given a

softer edge such as longer prairie grasses and wildflowers.

The hiring of neighbourhood youths to cut the remaining grass and

collect litter could also reduce pressure on the City's maintenance crews. A

study by Kid and Scott (1982) of urban nature conservarion and youth

unemployment suggests that many of the young unemployed can benefit

significantly from involvement in maintenance of natural areas, however this

would go against the City's union requirements and is unlikely to occur at

this time.

The creation of natural vegetation areas could be situated around inflow

and outflow structures or other sites where pedestrian traffic is

discouraged. Such vegetation can serve as a barrier while creating a more

ecological natural habitat. Thorny shrubs are a particularly effective barier

to human accoss.
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Figure 9. A
prime site for
shrub plantings.

lakes.

triangular tree

removal of
Such sites
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island with a grass area in
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could be enlarged and repeated

the center. A
diverse tree-

a¡ound many
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lrees ond shrubs

proirie
gross

Figure l0-Closed large shrub a¡ea dominated by a few large trees and high and loq,
brush species. Edge zone composed of prairie grasses and wildflowers.

These sircs could use large shrubs dominated by bush species in combination

with small rrees (figure r0). This rype of vegetation grouping has high
value for small animals and it is rich in colours, and it is almost impossible

to enter or to play within such a site. The edge zone of the shrub area

could then be composed of natural prairie grasses a¡d wildflowers extending

out tojoin the then reduced grass areas.

Natu¡alized vegetation corridors are linea¡ resources which exist along

riverbanks, railway lines and roadways. These features can exist alongside

retention lakes and along drainage areas between many retention lakes.

Such corridors can become migraúon routes or allow wildlife to move from
one area to another and increase the amount of useable habitat. Corridors

can create or maintain the continuity of an areas visual and physiographic
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character.

opportunities

rrail.

These linear

by providing

resources also lend themselves to recreation

routes for walking, cycling and cross-country ski

Vegetation may be useful in other mafters of

maintenance. Trees planted along the waters edge have

reduce plant and algat growth in the water. This method

blooms while being environmentally sound would prove to

larger trees were to be planted. However, saplings could

reasonable cost and could be nurtured by local residents.

of this method of algae control decreases as the size of

increases.

management and

been found to

of reducing algal

be expensive if
be planted at a

The effectiveness

the water body

Algal blooms are a troublesome problem in any lake. An algal bloom is an

excessive amount of phytoplankton production which usually occurs during

the spring and summer in nutrient enriched lakes. Minimum conditions for
an algal bloom are a sufficient concentrafion of nutrients in the water,

adequate sunlight, and a water temperature suitable for growth (Britton et

a1.,r972). when minimum conditions are met, the $owth of algae takes place

at a more or less constant rate.

Effective treatment and control of algae requires some knowledge of the

numbers, kind and distribution of algae in the water. The application of an

algicide is the most frequent method of control. Copper sulphate is the

most common algicide used and in Winnipeg it is often combined with

simazine, which is only used in certain areas and only under the approval
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of the Provincial Ministry of Natural Resources. However, these chemicals

are often toxic to other aquatic organisms such as fish, crayfish and a

variety of other invertebrates and vegetation which may be food. sources for

fish and waterfowl. Alternative methods of algae removal should be sought.

Methods such as using long handled rakes from the shore or pulling nets

through the water can be used to collect the algae. The clumps of algae

can be pulled ashore and removed from the area. These methods do not

poison the fish and other organisms and remove the algae which would

otherwise sink to the bottom or blow onto the shore and decompose

creating odour problems. Such methods require more time and labour than

simply adding chemicals to the water but such added costs could consid.ered

worthwhile compared to the detrimental effects of harmful chemicals.

Aeration devices are often used to alleviate algae problems. In Montreal

air compressors are used ro reduce argar $owth (Micheals er al.,i9g5).

Water-falls, fountains and water jets can all be used to aerate water bodies

and thereby limit aquatic gïowth, but their aerarion ability is limited and

may not be effective. This is evident in the retention lakes that have

fountains and also continue to have algae problems. If the water becomes

low in oxygen' as commonly occurs at the bottom due to decomposition of
organic matter such as algae and other plant matter, hydrogen sutphide can

be released resulting in odour problems.

It is also known that marginal and aquatic

significant quantity of nutrients and polutants, such

the water and can serve to ftap silt. It could be

plants will remove a

as heavy metals, from

useful to permit aquatic
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vegetation to develop around a portion of the lake shore and. take up some

of the pollutants from the water. Aquatic vegetation should be left along

some areas of the shore. This emergent vegetation could be allowed to grow

as an extension of the naturalized temestrial shrub areas around inflow and

outflow structures. Plants and animals that exist within the water body are

components of the aquatic environment. While both are subtle add.itions to

the water itself, they provide or may provide enrichment or they may

provide a special kind of transition ro the edge (Litton er al., rg74).

The slope of the bank will have a great influence on the rate and extent

of any marginal vegetation. A steep slope, such as 3:1, is likely ro colonize

more slowly and have a thinner fringe of vegetation. A more gentle slope

of 1:10 can develop a thick marginal fringe and is more suitable for

waterfowl. In order to reduce vegetation gowth gentle slopes could be

increased at some point below the water surface, for example 2m from the

normal water line.

Many retention lakes in Winnipeg have natural $owths of cattails and

bul¡ushes. White these plants and other aquatic vegeration provide habitat

and food for waterfowl, muskrat and other biota, their presence is

discouraged for several reasons. One reason is that vegetation affects the

flow of water within the lake. By restricting vegetation ro the margins of

the impoundments this affect would be minimized. Another concern is that

the plants act as traps for blowing litter which then decreases the aesthetic

appeal of the lakes. Many residents complain to the City about these plants

and want them removed, yet many of these same people want to see more
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wildlife a¡ound thei¡ lake. Figure 11 shows the $owrh of carrails and algae

in a lake in Waverley Heights.

7.34 W¡ldlife and Fish

Certain environmental demands must be met in order to attract and

support wildlife. Three requirements in any habitat are cover, food, and

water in close proximity (Gill and Bonnet, lg73). One of these essential

components' water, is often missing or is present in insufficient quantities

in the urban environment. This is not the case in winnipeg which, in
addition to the rivers, has many retention lakes. Although this required

water component is present, conditions are sdll not suited to colonization

and normal successional processes. Further manipulation is required to
create or restore habitat.

Planting to provide a diverse vegetation structure and an adequate food

and cover supply could geatly enhance the diversity of wildlife in the city

and is a creative and ecological alternative to present methods of
horticultural gardening. Four expressions of diversity are recognizable in

any ecosystem, namely, stratification and niche differentiation, biochemical

diversity, a range of species types, and the relative abundance of species

(odum, 1969). urban wildrife areas should be capable of supporting a

community of indigeneous species grouped in natural patterns to provide

maximum stratifîcation.
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Figure 10. Growth of algae and emergenr aquatic

vegetation in Waverley Heights.
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The shrub area described in the previous section provid.es considerable

florai diversity. For example, songbird nesting success depends upon a

complex of factors of which habitat type is mosr important (Gill and

Bonnet, 1973). Taller trees provide an upper story for birds preferring this

habitat while smaller trees and large sh¡ubs attract other species preferring

the intermediate canopy. Ground cover, low shrubs and tall grasses provide

places for species preferring habitats closer to the ground. Food sources

can be provided by planting fruit and berry bearing shrubs and trees,

wildflowers and grasses are a source of food for seed eaters in the fall and

winter. Cover, food and water supply are key elements in the provision of a

varied and useful habitat that will attract and support a large number of
animal and bi¡d species at different times of the year.

Retention lakes atfract large numbers of waterfowl each year. Canada

Geese are the most common of these visitors and several mating pairs have

established nests on nesting islands provided by Ducks Unlimited. Geese are

better able to fend for themselves and withstand more disturbance compared

to ducks. However, one nesting island has been utilized by ducks. It was

four years after the introduction of the nest islands before any nesting

occurred. Retention lakes provide important staging sites for migrating

birds' In addition to geese and ducks, impoundments attract coñnorants,

blue herons and a variety of shorebi¡ds. But, retention lakes do not provide

suitable habitat since there is generally no cover for the birds and food

sources are minimal due to the lack of plant diversity.
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The shape of the edge of the lakes is also important, especially if the

lakes are to be used by waterfowl. The territory of waterbirds is

determined by how far they can see, therefore a straight edge is likely to

support a smaller number of waterfowl than an edge which is indented since

the birds feel more exposed (Flengeveld et aI.,1982). The shape of the edge

is also important aesthetically. A long straight edge is generally less

pleasing than a soft sinuous one. Figure 12 shows the curving shoreline of

a lake in Linden Woods.

Water depth plays an important role in determining whether or not the

impoundments are suitable for certain types of wildlife. It has been

suggested that 2.5m is the minimum depth required to support most coarse

fish (Hengeveld et a1.,1982). However, shallow areas are needed if spawning

is ìo occur. Water birds require a range of depths from between 1 and 25m

for diving ducks to not more than 16cm for dabbling ducks.

Fish require certain conditions for their existence. Fish are known to live

in many impoundments but factors such as oxygen depletion, exposure to

algicides and high temperatures can ail result in fish kills. Shailow lakes

are particularly susceptible to fîsh kills for precisely those reasons. Shallow

lakes can reach high temperatures in the summer unless the water is

supplemented with a cool stream or groundwater. Warm water retains very

little dissolved oxygen which may be insufficient to sustain certain species

of fish. Winterkill of fish can result from oxygen depletion due to

decomposition of organic matter at the bottom and no incoming oxygen

through the ice covered surface. Many minnow and other small fish species
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Figure 11. The attractive curving shoreline at Linden Woods.
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are able to survive such a situation due to their

southdale Lakes, constructed prior to the development

depth, are deeper than most of the other lakes in
larger species of fish.

lower oxygen demands.

of city guidelines for

the city and support

Aside from fish and bird.life, retention lakes also attract a variety of
other wildlife. Amphibians such as turtles and frogs are coÍìmon. Muslcrats

have also been sighted on several lakes and had to be removed from one

lake for undermining the edge causing slumping. Gophers are also present

a¡ound some lakes and can create problems by burrowing. Rabbits and a

variety of smaller rodents, such as mice are also cornmon. Muskrats could

be useful in keeping vegetation to a minimum, since they eat cattails and

other aquatic vegetation. Muskrat and gopher burrowing would cause little
problem if this activity was confined to brush areas in which plant roots

would hold together the soil. As mentioned previously, these bush areas

could be part of any lakeside development used to reduce maintenance and

increase diversity.

Although the water environment created in the construction of retention

lake subdivisions is one of the essential components of habitat the other

required components are greatly lacking. Some food sources may exist in
and around impoundments, but these are scarce. Cover is virtually
nonexistent. The vegetation in the lakes is cut down and or chemically

treated and the surrounding landscape is ususally composed entirely of
mowed grass. Thus, retention lakes relegated to staging sites for migrating

waterfowl but tail to provide the habitat required by most wildlife.
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8.0 SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages of retention lakes and

their surrounding open space were examined. The perceptions of four

interest goups were identified, the groups being: the city, developers, otr-

lake residents and nea¡-lake residents. Existing literature was stud"ied,

individuals from the City and four Development companies were interviewed,

and a questionnai¡e of residents was undertaken in order to identify the

various perceptions of advantages and disadvantages.

Stormwater impoundments are very successful in providing residents with

amenities that may not otherwise be available, or to only a limited extent,

within the urban environment. The advantages of retention lakes are

realized by the City in the opening up of a.reas in which conventional

drainage costs would be high and in giving residents a more refreshing

environment in which to live. Advantages are realized by developers by

creating subdivisions with greater aesthetic and recreational values as

attractors thereby increasing desirability and marketability, in addition to
reduced development costs.

Residents of impoundment neighbourhoods enjoy the quiet and serenity,

open space' and scenery of the country-like atmosphere. A body of water

provides pleasure whether an individual looks at it, walks along ir, or plays

on it' Vy'ater is an attractor to not only humans, but also to plants and

wildlife which require it for life. With increasing awareness of the
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deterioration of the environment, a retention lake can act as a refuge for

nature within the city, by preserving or creating biological communities.

There ffe, however, disadvantages associated with the use of
impoundments. Although these are man-made rakes they are made for a

specific purpose - stonnwater retention, it is this function which imposes

constraints on the aesthetic and recreation values. Such constraints result

in conflicts between what residents and developers desi¡e and what is

required by the City in its guidelines.

One disadvantage is the increasing amount of maintenance required by

growing numbers of retention lakes. The result is insufficient maintenance

which generaily refers to the need for grass cutting and watering. Another

disadvantage is the relatively poor water quality. Residents complain about

algae and weed growth, low water levels, and. stagnant water. other

disadvantages include safety enforcement, litter, insects and odour. on-lake
residents also have problems of trespassing while near-lake residents often

have problems with access to the lakes.

8.1 Conclusion

Residents, the City, and

retention lakes outweigh the

But, this does not mean

Residents both on and near

maintenance. The City wants

developers all agree that the advantages of

disadvantages that are associated. with them.

that the disadvantages should be neglected.

the lakes want more vegetation and better

to maximize the safety of individuals and
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reduce maintenance costs. Developers wish to
and maintain or enhance the attractiveness

subdivisions.

keep their costs to a minimum

and marketability of the lake

Maintenance is a problem that could be improved

reduce costs ro the City. Through the planting of

vegetation in place of a portion of the grass areas

vegetation they say is lacking and the City reduces

taken to cut and maintain gïass areas.

to please residents and

a diversity of native

the residents get the

the time and energy

while retention lakes do provide definite advantages to urban residents

they have not yet reached, and may not reach, their full potential in terrns

of being naturalized environments. These lakes are successful in bringing

nature into the urban envkonment, however the amount of nature that is
potentially available is limited by current management practices and by
public perceptions of what landscaping should look like. The contradictory

views by residents of what landscaping should look like is probably the

greatest obstacle to changing existing practises. Residents may want to see

more wildlife but do not understand what is required by the witdlife. Some

basic education of residents as to what attracts wildlife and how certain

changes will reduce costs to the city and result in better maintenance

would be to everyones benefit.

In addition ro requiring high

areas greatly limits the numbers

inhabit such an area. Although

energy inputs, the use of extensive grass

of species of plants and animals that can

the impoundments do attract waterfowl, the
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birds often have little choice due to the continuing loss of wetlands in the

countryside. The potential of retention lakes to atrract nature and wildlife
is enorrnous and could be accomplished with a change in the traditional

management approach used. Retention lakes attract waterfowl, herons,

cofinorants, shore bi¡ds, muskrat, rabbits, turtles, and fish. However, aside

from waterfowl many of these other species are rarely seen. With changes

in current management practises many of these species could. be common

sights.

By reducing cutting of lawn areas, converting some of the open space

into shrub areas, and increasing the amount of landscaping undertaken to

include natural plant associations, greater numbers and species of flora and

fauna would find suitable habitat in and around the lakes. This would

provide wildlife sanctuary within the city, improve the ecological balance of
the area' and create a greater visual diversity for residents. While the

creation of a water body is an important step in the development of
naturalized habitat, food and cover are also essential. Increasing floral
diversity is the next step required.

The aesthetic aspects of the lake environment are parricularly attractive

to residents, while passive recreation is more important than acdve

recreation' This means that residents enjoy walking and sitting around the

lakes, watching the bi¡ds, observing the plants and water, thinking about

nature, or daydreaming. By converting the lakes and the public space from
a barren lawn beside a relatively lifeless lake to a more natural landscape

many species of plants which attract a variety of wildlife can become
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established and increase the enjoyment of the residents. problems, such as

lack of maintenance which detract from the aesthetics of the area, can be

reduced by the inclusion of more natural vegetation, which requires less

care, into the development of the subdivision.

stormwater retention lakes are a great benefit

developers, and to the City of Winnipeg. The potential

provide residents with a pleasing aesthetic environment

potential to bring nature into the city. As the pace

society increases adding to the stresses of the working

degradation of the envkonment, a refuge for the senses

gain ever increasing importance.

8.2 Recommendations

to the residents,

of retention lakes to

is equalled by thei¡

of our technological

environment and the

and for nature will

to the City, however, several

cooperation of Developers

The following

recommendations

ancVor residents:

recommendations are directed

require the assistance and

1. Educate the public around and near

for wanting to change the maintenance

benefit from such changes. In addition,

their own property management can affect

ferrilizer use and atgae growth).

retention lakes as to the reasons

regime and how residents could

educate the residents about how

the lakes (e.S. rhe link berween
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Public perceptions ale always mixed when ir comes to landscaping and

maintenance of public open space. Although most residents would like to see

more wildlife around the lakes, many do not understand the biological

requirements of habitat. If residents want to see more birds then they will
have to put up with more vegetation. Pamphlets, newsletters, Íürd mass

media coverage could atl be used in an effort to educate the public not

only of some of the fundamental biotogical aspects, but also of the cost

savings and improved maintainance that would result. Residents need not be

convinced of the value of such a change so much as the linkages between

what they wanr and how to get it (e.g. more birds requires more habitat).

Many residents are also not aware

affect the lakes. Repeated applications

how some of their practises can

fertilizers, much of which reaches

provides greater usable

between different areas.

of

of

the lakes, only adds to the problems of weed and algae $owth. Marry

residents do not know that the rocks surrounding the lakes are holding

down a mat used to protect the shoreline and keep down weeds, therefore

they allow their children to throw these rocks in the lake. Developers could

also undertake to educate new residents about potential problems and the

reasons for them.

2' Maintain vegetation corridors between lakes and along drainages where

possible.

The maintenance or creation of such corridors

habitat for plants and animals and maintains links
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Corridors are also a linear resource which can be utilized by people for

walking and cycling parhs which can then go for greater distance.

3. The City and developers should get together in designing a subdivision

or a portion of a subdivision which involves the establishment of a

naturalized landscape utilizing ideas outlined in this repoft.

New subdivisions should be landscaped so as to reduce the amount of

maintenance required in maintaining the open space surrounding the lakes.

A pilot project couid be initiated whereby a developer is given certain

considerations for undertaking a low maintenance subdivision. An alternative

is for the City to alter the landscape in the impoundment area around an

existing lake and educating those residents as to the reasons and the goals

of the project. Such a proposal may or may not be accepted by resid.ents.

4. Revise existing

surrounding open space.

This is a process that would

the use of natural vegetation and

increases overall efficiency of

faster return periods to lakes

maintenance requirements.

The introduction of

shrubs, and grasses

maintenance methods for retention lakes and

result in less required maintenance through

reduced lawn areas. Reduced grass cutting

existing maintenance crews allowing for

and allows crews to deal with other

natural vegetation including trees, high shrubs, low

and wildflowers around inflow a¡rd outlet strucnres
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would serve several functions. It would increase vegetative diversity for

birds and animals, create a more ecologically balanced greenspace, provide a

visual and physical barrier around the structures, create more visual

diversity, and reduce the amount of grass cutting required.

Grass cutting should be limited to access walkways and play areas.

cutting should be used ro provide clean edges along paths and keep the

high use areas trimmed. Grasses should be allowed to grow around trees and

shrubs. Any natural shrubs and trees which sprout around the lakes should

be encouraged.

This should not be a complete change from existing landscaping to a

totally naturalized landscape. It musr be gradual change which

incorporates some naturalized space with the existing nurtured landscape.

A rapid transformation could not occur as retention lakes are multi-
jurisdictional features. However, steps could be taken to initiate such a

change and begin the process.

5. Require developers to undertake more extensive

maintenance requirements through the planting

vegetation.

landscaping to reduce

of low maintenance

This recommendation partially fulfills requirements of the previous

recommendation. Developers should be required ro assist in reducing long-

ter¡n maintenance costs through the planting of native species of vegetation

in an effort to reduce the amount of ca¡e needed by any public open space.
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It is not sufficient to provide a lake and surround it with lawn, which is a

high cost, high maintenance vegetation which produces littte diversity.

Planting of native species of vegetation not only has the potential to

reduce maintenance, but also provide more scenic surround.ings by increasing

the diversity of plants and wildlife. Even if the establishment of local

species of trees, shrubs and wildflowers is more expensive than simply

sodding the grounds, the reduced maintenance requirements would be more

cost effective in the long run and would amortize the higher capital costs

of the vegetation.

6. Allow some aquatic vegetation to grow in certain areas such as around

inflow and outflow structures.

These plants could then serve a dual purpose. They would provide food

and cover for waterfowl, as well as providing a visuai ba¡rier in front of

the structures. In addition, such plants improve water quality by filtering a

pofiion of the inflowing water of both silt and pollutants. Aquatic plants

effectively absorb pollutants, such as heavy metars, from the water.

7. Maintain a minimum of water quality through the use of aeration

devices, algae control, minimum water levels.

Although it would be very diffîcult ro reduce pollution

fertilizers, into retention lakes, pollution is only one

quality. other measures can be used to maintain a certain

Temperafure is important since it effects the amount of

input, aside from

aspect of water

level of quatity.

oxygen the water
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will hold. High remperarures musr

levels, particularly through the use

temperatures and higher oxygen

circulation is reduced and the water

habitat for algae gowrh. Aeration

oxygen levels and reduce algal growth.

be avoided. Maintaining minimum water

of wells will result in lower warer

levels. As water levels become low

becomes stagnant and provides a great

devices reduce stagnation and increase

Although fountains do create some aeration of the water, the amount of
aeration may be insufficient. Aeration devices could be used in addition to
fountains, or fountains that are more efficient aerators could be used. By

reducing maintenance time and costs in other areas the increased use of
fountains should not be a problem. The use of algicides should be minimized

and alternative methods of algae control studied. The use of chemical

treatments should be reduced in order that fish, birds and other biota will
not be adversely affected. Aeration devices may be more expensive than

chemical control, but there are benefits to not using chemical treatment.
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SUfvEY OF RESIDE,TS Ot{ OF NE¡E S?OF}1";-ÀTEF L¡(ES

The f ollovlng survey uil.Ì be rrsed to determrne your perceptlor¡s ofthe advantages and dlsadrrantages thåt are assoclated vlth storm¡aterretentlon ponds ln your nelghbowhood. Thls survey of the retentlon ponds ln
I-?H l"-.-:]]l.F combi.ned ¡'irh surveys from other pord neighborrrhão¿s anoyr.rl De used rn a study on retention pords throughoút the ciÉy. rte pr.uposeof the ltudy is to provide an overvleu ät storusater .ietention 

ponds ln thecity. of htinnipeg 
_ 
by exarnining the varior¡s attltr¡des of the lakesideresi'dents, the non-rakeside ¡esióents,.the deverop.ii,- .r¿ tt" ciiy *r,"g"r"t91g¡ds lhese pof=. _This srrrvey Is ueing cänouåt"¿ rn oroer 

-Éo-lrãúio"
addltlonal lnforrstlon for a projecl on stonnrrater l_akes urdertalen fo¡ thel'lasters progran at the t{atural Resowces Instltute of the uni".rriiy otllanltoba' the results of thls survey ln co¡nblnatiãn- vrtn lnfornatlon frompersona)' lntervlevs vill be used to lormulate t".o^iå-rd"ttons conceining-tl,epolicles and guidetlnes useo to design, operate, and maintain retention iona,in Èhe city anc thereb¡, rncrease the benef it; ;,rå ;"d"ce the p:ob).enr_s trntaccompany the use of retentlon ponds.

Please t¿ke the tlme to frrl out thrs swvey. It shourd not take ronganc your heJ.p vrJ.r be greail.;, appreciatej. ÀI1 .*""i, are conf identlar. andanonyrr,ity ls mai.ntained since your nàme or address does not accompa.n¡. theretu¡ned survey. simply return your response in the ser.f addre=r"ä'"ärpuoenvelope.

Please ansver the guestion-s in orde¡ and do not qo back to add to orchange you-r ansvers hts*g the guestions are orcìããi cert¿rn vay and you:first response is most likely the best one. If you fnve any questiorrs feelfree tr caLl ne at , or leave a message at

Tiranl,: you very mu:h for your help,

1. In vhich a¡ea do you ).ive:

Do you llve -
retentlon pond?

I
(

Duncan Sutherla¡i
Gradute Student, LF.I
Unlversity of l',lan:toba

Please mark the approprlate space vlth an X

) Southdale
) llaverley Hts
) B¡ooklards-Rosser
) Lir¡den Toods
) Islar¡d l¡kes

Ot{ (not seperated by road or park) _ or _ NEÀR _ a
) 0r¡
) Near
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INI TIÀL E)FæT¡.Ti ol'{S À¡iD @.IEF}L IHPRESSIOI{S

2. I{as the plesence of the pond a facto¡ ln your decislon to
pu¡chase this home?

( )¡æs()no

3' If you vere golng to purcl-rase anothe¡ home vourd you look for
one near a retentlon pord?

()Yes
()no

4. Did you expect to use the pord for ¡ecreatlon?( )læs
()no

5. If YES, then p).ease list the actlvltles you cor¡sldered:(1f more tlnn 5, feel lree to add more beside the other spaces)
't

2.
3.
4.
c

6. Does the poni he).;, to create a neighbourhood atmosphere or a
sense of comnunitv?

t i I'es()no
Þt¡tlErlictu

'l . Do you thirill you receive an1' benef its fro¡n the pond ?()¡æs
( ) r,:

L tIhat benefit(s) are mcst lmportant to you and your famlly?

9. Hov many tlmes per year do you and,/or your fanlly use the porrd or the
aoJacent public area?

) 0 - 10 ttnes per ¡æar)10-50
) 50-or urore

10. Tlhen do you or your famlly r.rse the pord?
(

(

(

11 . Iiould ¡,ou llke to
(

(

suruær only
vlnter only
¡æar round

see ¡nore resreatior¡a1 facllltles provtded?
)€s
no
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t2.

13,

15.

lìou).d you llke to see ¡nore oæn space or parL l.eft arou¡C( ))æs
( )no

Houl.C you Ilke to have a valklng pail, clrcle the pond;( )Yes
()no

If yes, shouLd lt be matntalned 1æar round?( )¡æs()no
I{ouJ.d you Llke to see the porrd becorne more natrr¡al ?( ) )'es()no

If yes, vhat vould you llke to see nore of?
ducks, geese, other blrds
naturaL vegetatlon (gattalls, bul.n¡shes, etc. )anlnal.s
other (please speclfy)

Does anycne ln you: household flsh ln the Lake?( )yes
()no

If yes, are the flsh tha.- are caughi throvn back?( )¡æs
()no

I{ould you Llke to see the ponds stocked vlih flsh?()yes
()no

Please estlmate the nu¡¡,ber of times ln the last 12 months il-¡atyour farnlJ.y have participô:eq ln the foLJ.oving 
".i1rrr.i"=a¡ound the pond or pcnìs near you. Feel f¡ee to.dd.oi",

the pond?

14.

16.

1?.

18.

19.

2a. you or
on or

Àct ivi ty

rfalk 1ng
QpÌ1n9
Ice Skatlng
Jogglng

NqmÞer of ti¡nes pàrticipated

¿,
3.
4.
c.

6.

8.
q

10.
11.
12.
13.

Èoss Cor¡¡ltry Skllng
tllrdsurf lng
Canoeing or Paddle Boats
Tobogannlng
Picniclng
Sun lannlng
Flshlng

14.
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2r.

ÞÞñÞr Eìlqt'æ

Llst the problerns
You are f.ree
1.

you have found concernlng retentlon pcncs.
to lncl.ude more:

2.
3.
4.
t

22.

23.

24.

¿t

¿b.

Dld you knov
(

f
Did you knov

(

(

the pord(s) vere
)¡es
no

tl¡at u¡ban runoff
)æs
no

used for storlng urban runoff?

is often polluted?

tlave there been any nalntenance probl.errs assoclated vlth the
pond?

()Ps
()no

À¡e there any problems assoclated vlth the r¡ater quality in the
pcnC (odour, health, vlsual, etc. )?()¡æs

()no

Do you have these plobl.ens vith your pond(s)? (please circle the
approprlate response and also clrcle the problem vhtch you flnd to be
the nost lmportant )

Problem

HurLy Hater
Scw., Àlgae
Garbèqe on Sh:¡e
Garbage ln the t{ater
tleeds on Shore
Weeds in the l{aÈer
Rottln-c l{eeds ln Fa11
Heal.th arrd Safety
I r¡.sest.s
Odou¡

ïho do you thln} should be resporrslble

Ilho do you think should be responslble

yes
)€s
yes
yee
)¡es
)¡es
)res
)æs
yes
)¡es

no
no
no
no_

no
no
no
no
no
no

for managlng and the porrd(s)?

for nalnt¿lnlng the pord(s)?

21.

28.
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29.

Ðco¡¡orri c

Do you thlrù the presence of the
value of your honre?

()Yes
()no

pord economlcally ent¡ances the

30. Àpproxlmately hou nuch more vould
home located gn a porrd rather tl¡an

you be vllllng to spend to l-¡ave a
Just close by?

s0
s0 - s5,000
$5,000 - $10,000
S10,000 or Eore

?1 llould you be vl)-11n9 to be assessed a flxed a¡nount each ¡æar (say s15- s50) for lncreased nalntenance of the pord(s) ard srnróüdlng åreal(assuning ever)rone in the neigh.bourhood yould cont¡j,bute)()Yes
()no

GÐ{RÀL

Do you åg-ree or disagree vith the fo).).orrlng clty regulatiorrs?
(SÀ = strongl.y agree, À = agEee, N = neutráì, p-= disaçee,
SD = strongly dlsagree)

32.

- no ¡notor boats
- no virrdswf ing
- no svlmmlng

sÀ
()
()
(t

()
()
()

D()
()
()

SD

)

)

)

Hou do you feel about the fol.l.or,lng statenents?(abbrevlatlons garrìe as above )

sÀÀ
Stormlater retentlon ponds :

- eni¡ance scenery,
- facilitate r¡ature apprec).ation
- l¡ave a posltlve ph¡eicaI design
- have a non-resldent user prob).em
- are often too crorded

SD

- l¡ave a relaxed neighbourhood atmosphere

()
()
()
(i
()

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

- are clean arrd vell. nuintainee I- l¡ave a stormr¡ater functlon prlorlty (- encourage secondary recreatlon actlvlt

()
()
()

- ale over-regulaÈed
- are safe as an unsupervlsed slte

les
)(
)(
)(

)

)

)

()
()
()

34. General conrnents on the. . advantages ar¡d dlsadrrantagespor¡ds. Please rzlte on the back ót ttris page.

II{ÀNX YCIU I'BY }ÍJO{ FOR YCUR ÀSSISTÀI{CE.

of rãtentton
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APPENDIX B

Informal Interview participants
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INDTVIDUALS INTER VIE\\IED

The following is a list of ind.ividuals conracted and interviewed

during the writing of rhis reporr.

from the Ciry of V/innipeg:

AI Riemer (Waterworks, Wasre and Disposal Dept.)

And¡ew Weremy (WWDD)

Laurie Nowicki (WWDD)

Stu Duncan (Pa¡ks and Recreation)

Doug Ross (P & R)

' from Development Companies:

Gil Wiebe (Ladco)

Ed Dolan (Novamer)

Fred Binne (Qualico)

Jim Gallagher (Carins)

from Ducks Unlimired:

Don Sexton

from Manitoba Home Builders Assoc.:

Don Glays
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APPENDIX C

Data From Questionnaire
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Responses to Questionnaire by Neighbourhood
(n = number of residents which responded)
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8r-test i,:'n*!

Total Yes Response According to Locarion (on vs near)
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COMMENTS OF RESIDENTS

(These conìments are condensed for reasons of space and repetition and

are in no particular order)

Positive comments:

- we enjoy the quiet, scenery and privacy.

- we enjoy sitting and watching the birds from our back porch.

- our chiidren love feeding the geese.

- we bought our home because it was a good buy, but we have grown to
love it on the lake.

- after a long hard day at the office it is nice to sit and relax looking
out over the lake.

- I love watching the ducks and the geese.

- the kids enjoy skating in the winrer.

- in the summer there is a friendly neighbourhood atmosphere when
everyone is out barbequeing and going for walks.

- it's like a cottage and home in one.

- it's great living on a lake in the city.
- the benefits outweigh any disadvantages.

- the wildlife and open space create a relaxing atmosphere

- the lake makes you feel like you are our of the city.

Negative comments:

- there is poor maintenance.

- the lawns are often not cut.

- there are too many weeds along the paths.

- the lawns a¡e brown and the trees usually die.
- there are no trees, shrubs or benches to sit on.

- I resent having to yell at neighbour's kids to get off the thin ice.
- there is too much dog crap in the public areas.

- the algae washes up on the shore in front of our house and stinks.
- there is lots of litter in the public a¡eas and along the access paths.

- need more landscaping, not just a few stick trees.

- the area a¡ound the lake is too baren.
- the water levels are too iow and the water is stagnant.
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- the City is not doing anything about weeds and algae in the water.

- I called the City to come and kill the algae, but no one showed up.

- there's no flowers or nice shrubs around the lake.

- people walk their dogs in the public areas every day and don't clean up

the dog mess.

- we live beside an access path to the lake and people are always cutting

through our yard and throwing litter.

- we have found children playing on our dock and the canoe has been set

adrift several times.

- they should clear the snow for skating.

- they shouldn't clear the lakes for skating because I don't want a bunch

of kids playing in my bacþard.

- they should stock the lakes with fish and allow small motor boats on

them and there should be boat launches built.

- they shouldn't pur fish in the iakes because it would allow thieves to

sit and case out the houses.

- cattails should be allowed to grow.

- we want a fountain on our lake.

- parents should keep closer track of their kids near the lake.

- I live across the street from a lake and I have to walk two blocks to

get access to it.

- people let their dogs chase the geese.

- some kids th¡ow rocks at the birds.
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